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Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.

The ENCO DAD,i,J32
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On -Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DAD,,,,o product. but now optimized
for the Windows NT' operating system,
DADpp032 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.

DA DP .32

Intuitive On -Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.

Complete On -Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Automated. or Satellite
Programmed operations. with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide a continuously "Live" image.

Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.

Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

Features full 32 -Bit Processing and True
Multitasking capabilities. Many third party

programs, such as
Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems

and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into

or operated on the
Workstation.

DAD.
same

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
sharirg of data between

multiple facilities. Arcillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.

Operates on commcnly available "off -the -
shelf' computer harcware and network
architecture, utilizing any of a wide variety
of redundancy configurations.

DAD is an outright purchase, and there
are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO technical support is legendary
as the best in the business.

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo

Check Out The ENCO Web Page At
www.enco.com

_,
ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 E-allwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711

Fax: 248-476-5712 www.enco.corn
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If you haven't already
taken these out for a test drive,

here's your chance.

Short/cut Editor
The perfect replacement for generations of

reel-to-reel tape recorders. Short/cut delivers
hard -disk storage, plus fast cut and paste waveform
editing. Add an optional Zip drive and get low-cost
copies. This editor is fast enough for on -air use, and
tough enough for the road. So take Short/cut out
for a test drive and watch it perform.

Instant Replay. Instant sound
effects. Instant music. Instant fun.

Take it out for a joy ride.
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DigiCart/ II Plus
The new DigiCart/11 Plus puts up to 50 hours of audio

on hard disk, and now includes the popular Zipmidrive for
low-cost storage. As always, it's your choice of linear or
DolbyeAC-2 recording, plus precise editing and powerful
playlisting capabilities. The new "Plus" model delivers all
the reliability that has made DigiCart a broadcast standard,
and it's now available at a great new price. Ask for a
test drive, and put it through the paces at your station.

Short/cut is your next tape recorder,
edit block and digital delivery system.

It's Un-Reel.

Attention call letter stations.*
You're only a phone call away

from a free 10 -day Test Drive.
So try it out.

We'll understand if you don't
give it back.

(818) 991-0360

Instant Replay®
Instant Replay puts a thousand audio clips right at

your fingertips. Sound effects, music, station ID's -up
to 24 hours of your greatest material. And with
50 Hot -Keys, you can make your shows as spontaneous
as you'd like. With everything titled, timed and ready
to play, you'll find Instant Replay fast, fun and easy
to use. So take us up on our offer to go for a test drive.
It's on us.

Test drive theirs then test drive
our DigiCart/II Plus. We've got

more under the hood.
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PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: irfo@360systems.com / Website www360systems.com

.Offer good in U S and Canada only
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The crystal and the flame

Ihad known the work of author Italo Calvin, but had
not read his Six Memos for the Next Millennium
(Harvard University Press, 1988) until it was given to

me recently by a colleague. She recom-
mended it on two counts - for its intended
purpose as a commentary on literature, but
also as an unexpected guide to approach
ing new media.

With that curious endorsement, I launched
into the short book,
and soon understood. Six Mem-
os... is a collection of essays orig-
inally intended as lectures for the
Charles Eliot Norton series at
Harvard University. Each lecture
deals with a specific element that
Calvino finds critical to literary
expression, but it also provides
good advice for professionals in
any field of communications.

The essays are each titled by a
single word, and a listing of them

creates a mantra for excellence in today's telecommuni-
cations environment: Lightness, Quickness, Exactitude,
Visibility, Multiplicity and Consistency.
Some illumination on Calvino's intent drives the essays

home: In Lightness he refers to the attribute of nimbleness
or "unheaviness," by which he recommends divesting
oneself of unnecessary inertia and encumbrances. The
close corollary of Quickness adds agility and strength.
This provides the speed and reflexive motion necessary
to adapt to today's fast -changing media milieu. Exact'
tude tempers the pure speed with requisite accuracy.

Visibility is more aptly titled "visualization" in today
context. It is commonplace terminology for seeing some-
thing real in one's mind as a precursor to making it
happen, and Calvino recommended it long before TV ads
or bumper stickers did.

Multiplicityconcerns the ability to be comfortable in two
or more distinct environments simultaneously -a form
of mental multitasking that is valuable to broadcasters
today as they contemplate coexistence in multiple media
marketplaces (e.g., on -air and on-line).

Consistency is self-explanatory. Doing something well
on an ongoing basis is essential to success. But we are left

to guess how Calvino would connote the term, for this last
lecture was never written. On the eve of his departure
fr( )11 tt.11y for Cambridge to begin the lecture series,

Calvino died sud-
denly. The lectures
were never pre-
sented, and their
only legacy is this
posthumously pub-
lished book.

Such brutal condensation of his work, and its appropri-
ation to another science are an affront to the mastery of
the original lectures, so I recommend Six Memos. . . to you
in its entirety, as my friend did to me. Here's an example
of what you'll encounter:

In Exactitude, Calvino contrasts the ultimate structure
and slow, controlled growth of the crystal with the wild
variation and rapid consumption of the flame. He pre-
sents them as two opposing models of development and
change. Each expends the matter surrounding it to create
vastly different products of "perfect beauty."

Provocative notions come quickly when reading such a
rich text, empowering new and unconventional thinking.
A little aesthetic recharge is good for the technology-

ridden soul now and then. In this case, some valuable
lessons are included.

e answeiTyou get from literature
-Am

depend upon the questions you pose."

- Margaret Atwood

Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief
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Radio Has
Changed
ALot
70 Years.

Neumann Has Been The
First Choice From The

Beginning.

Since the early days of radio, Neumanr has been the leader in
broadcast audio microphones. We have continued to evolve,
developing new products with a single purpose in mind -
capturing all the nuances of the human voice.

Our new TLM 103 gives you the full, rich sound and natural
presence Neumann is famous for. Utilizing a large -diaphragm
capsule derived from our world -standard U 87, it has the lowest
self -noise of any condenser mic in the world - important in
today's low -noise and digital broadcast environments.

And now, having a Neumann as part of your sound has never
been easier...for less than $1000 US, you can acquire the most
important piece of equipment you'll ever use.

Upgrade to the real thing - Neumann ..
the choice of those who can hear the difference.

Neumann1USA
One Enterprise Drive  PO Box 987. Old Lyme. CT 06371 Tel: 860.434.5220  FAX: 860.434.3148

West Coast: Tel: 818.845.8815  FAX: 818.845.7140
Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013  FAX: 514-426-3953  Mexico: Tel: 52-5-639-0956  Fax: 52-5-639-9482

World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa.com
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Real radio

jiust for a moment, let's think about radio broadcast-
ing. Every day we're surrounded with ideas and
issues that affect our jobs and lives. When you go

through the day and phrases like consolidation, DAB, the
Internet, computer network and time management pop
up, it's easy to lose sight of what you're doing.

Most radio engineers don't get into broadcasting be-
cause they want to get rich. Most don't get into it for fame.
All the radio engineers I know, myself included, became
radio engineers because they enjoy the challenge of the

job. For the most part, this chal-
lenge has always been an audio
path (from microphone to on -air
processing) and an RF path (STL
and transmitter). The stuff that
real radio is made of.

I remember working on an AM
transmitter with a three -tower
directional array one weekend
with three other people. Two of
them were co-workers, the other
was a friend from another station
(who was there voluntarily be-

cause of his passion for radio). We were taking the
weekend to clean and tune-up the main transmitter. It was
not an emergency situation, and we had a rare opportu-
nity to go through the system with a fine-toothed comb,
get the dust and bugs out, and investigate some of the little
problems the station was having.

As the work progressed, we got deeper and deeper into
the machinery. What started out on Friday night as a
planned three-hour outage became a thorough investiga-
tion and repair project that continured on to Saturday and
Sunday nights. We split the team up and one group
worked on the transmitter while the other group went out
to the ATU doghouses and cleaned out five years of dirt,
dust, insects and all the other fun things that showed up
when the previous owner had neglected the site.

We worked through the next two nights and put it all
back together for an early morning sign -on the next day.
When early Monday morning rolled around and we had
finished the final adjustments on the phasor, we stepped
back and admired our work. All the readings were exactly
where they were supposed to be. The transmitter sound-
ed better than ever. We had our little pile of defective
components that were going to be a show -and -tell for the

general manager later (before being used as a reference
for a replacement spare parts order). We were all dirty
from climbing in, out and around the transmitter and
doghouses. There were a few minor scrapes on our hands
and knees from the acrobatics. Another of my co-workers
(and also a good friend) looked at us and our accomplish-
ment and remarked, "This is radio. This is real radio." We
all smiled and agreed.

Everything we used was analog test equipment. Rags,
now blackened from dirt, filled the trash can. The
soldering iron was still smoldering. There was no digital
here. There was no computer control. We did not have to
establish a protocol or load a driver. It was real radio.
The job of the radio broadcast engineer changes every

day. The responsibilities of a chief engineer today com-
pared to those of five, 10 or 20 years ago have obviously
changed - in technology and staff.

The challenge of our jobs changes every day, and we
must change to keep up with it. There are still some basic
elements that remain constant: the tools we use every day.
Electronic fundamentals and troubleshooting procedures
are the same today as when they were invented.

The opening session at the Broadcast Engineering
Conference - Radio Boot Camp - brought many of
these ideas to mind. Working on transmitters and basic
audio concepts are areas that are always a part of the job
and always will be. Many of us wonder where the next
generation of radio engineers will come from. Whoever
it is, they will start from the same basic building blocks we
did and move up to the complex structures and digital
protocols that are shaping radio for tomorrow.

Chriss Scherer, editor

I
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Engineering

Computer integration, part 1
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Consolidation in this industry is finally solidifying
and the realization that advertising revenues do not
necessarily increase proportionally with the num-

ber of stations owned is sinking in. Station owners are
now looking for solutions to increase efficiency and
reduce the cost of operating these "clusters." The price to
implement technological solutions has come down to a
point where the return on investment in many cases can
be measured within months.

Consider that an engineer can assemble a PC with a
"pro" quality audio card and the appropriate software to
create a fully functional,
eight -track digital audio
workstation for less mon-
ey than the cost of a pro-
fessional two -track quar-
ter -inch reel-to-reel tape
machine. Does it make
sense to build (or rebuild)
a facility based on analog
technology? Probably
not. Chances are that you
have already integrated
computer technology
into your facility. If you
are planning to rebuild,
or even thinking about
it, keep reading for some
basic information on
how to integrate com-
puter technology.

Generally speaking, the amount of money allocated
for technical projects is usually only sufficient to cover
specific items (i.e. a new digital audio storage system,
or a new processor). This has the net effect of creating
piecemeal technology deployment throughout your
facility. The more important issue is that the infrastruc-
ture used to connect these items tends to be built
around those devices. In the analog world, that infra-
structure probably consists of one or more runs of a
shielded twisted -pair cable.

However, in the digital domain, you have a lot more to
think about - standards, data speed, data protocols,
transmission media, etc. Manufacturers using proprietary
data communications and file format standards can fur-

ther aggravate this problem. There is a lot to think about,
but the good news is that a properly designed data
communications infrastructure will most likely endure
many of these problems now and in the future.

Establishing needs
mei) bad. t I oni utu day-to-day routine and take a close

look at how your total facility functions. Analyze how
information flows to and from each department; then
consider the type of information. Next, answer some
essential questions:

Consolidating the traffic and music scheduling systems can cut
down on time and paper. Here, a bridge has been established
between an AS -400 and Novell/Win95 network.

 Is a PC generally re-
quired to create the in-
formation? Who uses it?
Who needs it? How is it
dispersed (i.e. written,
disk, network, e-mail)?

 Does any employee
need shared resources
(i.e. printers, modems)?
How PC literate is the
employee?

 Is a computer -based
network in place? Is the
network available at all
necessary desk positions?

 What software is in
place? Is the software
standardized throughout
the facility? Are versions
current?

 What hardware is in place? Is it adequate for the
application?

 Will outside access be required (i.e. Internet, e-mail,
fax or remote dial -in)?

 How "mission critical" is this information (i.e. traffic,
accounting or on -air storage/playback)?

 Will information be routinely shared with a corporate
office or other stations (i.e. e-mail, financial data, audio/
video, telephone)?

Once this exercise has been completed, you should have
an excellent idea of your present situation. Then you can
create a needs analysis that will form the basis of your
computer integration plans. Assuming you have the ap-
provals to implement your plan, let's plan the system.

10 BE Radio April 1998



The
Digital

Console
for your

Next
Studio

Logitek's new line of digital consoles
is truly different -- consoles ready for
the digital age.

Logitek's digital consoles with 32 -bit
internal processing, 20 -bit A/D, D/A
converters, along with sample rate
converters, to connect Et mix all your
analog ft digital sources.

Logitek's consoles have a unique
ergonomic profile which allows for
a more open studio look Et closer,
easier to read computer monitors.

Logitek consoles, the console for your
next studio. Call today for your
information kit.

ROC -10 starting at under $10,000

Logitek digital with a better difference!
3320 Bering Drive, Houston, TX, 77057 USA Voice: No'th America 800.231.5870
Fax: 713.782.7597 Others 713.782.4592 e-mail: infologitekaudio.com

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
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Contract Engineering
The infrastructure

Although most stations have at least some PC -based
network in place, let's assume you are designing/rebuilding
a facility that has only minimal PC -based resources avail-
able. The first step is to design a network infrastructure. The
infrastructure is fundamentally defined by your choice of
networking protocols; however, in "real world" terms, the
infrastructure determines the type of physical hardware and
cabling you will ultimately need to purchase, install and
configure. The type of data and the speed at which it passes
through your network will ultimately determine this choice.

Network operating systems
You will need to determine the network operating

system(s) necessary to operate the applications. There are
two types of networks: peer -to -peer and dedicated serv-
er. Peer -to -peer networks consist of two or more comput-
ers connected together over a network. In a properly
configured peer -to -peer, each computer will be able to
share the files and resources of another computer that is
also connected to the network. Dedicated server type
networks use one or more computers dedicated to handling
specific tasks, like hosting the network operating system,
storing files or communicating with other resources.

Operating systems like as Lantastic, Windows for Work -

groups and Windows 95 can be configured to operate as
peer -to -peer networks. As peer -to -peer networks are

easy to manage, relatively low in cost, or already included
in your existing operating system, you should consider
them for workgroups of about six users or less. Dedicated
server network operating systems are more expensive,
typically priced by the total users needing to access the
network at once. Dedicated systems offer increased
speed, flexibility, redundancy and - perhaps most
importantly - security. Novell and Windows NT servers
are the two most popular dedicated network operating
systems. Your choice in some cases will be determined by
your specific application (i.e. a digital audio storage
system), though it is not unusual to use more than one
server implementing different operating systems.

How many servers?
Another important consideration in designing the net-

work is how you will deal with different departmental
needs within the scope of your integration project. Of
course, one approach is using a single server on your
network. In most cases this will give you what is needed
in terms of having the appropriate information available
to the various users in the facility. A better approach is to
add a file server for each key business function - traffic,
business, programming, promotion and/or technical. A
well -designed multiple -server approach has some bene-
fits. First, an essentially separate Ethernet network can be
established for separate departments, eliminating poten-

Switch to DSP
You need DSP in your matrix switchers! With
DSP, direct conversion between analog and
digital formats takes place inside the matrix
switch! Take control of your facility with the
OZ. Matrix sizes start at 32 x 32 and includes
local and remote control capability.

 Digital Signal Processing

 Analog Audio to 1024 x 1024 Channels

 AES/EBU to 512 x 512 Channels

 SMPTE to 128 x 128 Channels

 +24dBm I/O (Analog Audio)

 >100dB Signal to Noise (Analog Audio)

GO Optional Dual Processors
and Power Supplies

The OZ is the latest addition to the "K" series
family of Lighthouse Digital Systems matrix
switchers, manufactured in Grass Valley, Calif.
For more information on the OZ or smaller
matrix sizes, call or visit us on the web
at www.kci-dfw.com

AID

Knights Communications Inc., 2219 West Broadway, Fort Worth, Texas 76102 817-877-3037 Fax 817-877-3039
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UNBEATABLE SOUND

LEITCH®
Digital Audio Champion

The winning Digital Glue team now includes
digital audio. The range consists of AES/EBU

distribution, audio synchronization, audio multi-
plexing and analog to digital and digital to analog

conversion. And all for the same
convenient frames as the Leitch
digital video products.

Check into Leitch's Digital Audio
Glue. Now that's sound advice!

Canada / International
Tel + 1 (416) 445-9640
Fax + 1 (416) 445-0595

U.S.A
Tel + 1 (800)
Fax + 1 (757)

Europe Eastern Europa Japan Australia Brazil
231-9673 Tel : +44 (0) 1256 8800e8 Tel +49 (89) 4900-2042 Tel : + 81 (3) 5423-363: Tel : 011-61-2-9999-2355 Tel : + 55 (11) 867-0218
548-4088 Fax: +44 (0) 1256 880428 Fax +49 (89) 4900-2043 Fax: + 81 (3) 5423-3632 Fax: 011-61-2-9999-2366 Fax: + 55 (11) 867-0408
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Contract Engineering
tial crashes that will take down the
entire network. Second, an enhanced
level of security can be attained by
denying total access to critical servers
on the network. Third, data traffic on
the network "backbone" can be de-
creased by routing only data that is
intended for another server. This nets
a huge increase in total network
throughput, particularly important if
your network carries streaming data
that can tie up network traffic.

Networking data
communications primer

Data that is intended to be transmit-
ted over a network is broken into
"packets." These packets are pack-
aged between several bytes of new
data called the header. The header
contains information about the rout-
ing of each packet of data in order for
it to be passed to the appropriate
destination. There are generally two
types of network protocols, Ethernet
and token -passing.

Ethernet networks are by far the

KRES Radio
Moberly, Missouri

MURPHY
STUDIO FURNITURE

most popular and will most likely end
up as your choice; however, you
could have both Ethernet and token -
passing network'. working together.

How much speed
\ ou NN III need to determine the

speed at which your network will
operate. While 10Mb/s was the pop-
ular choice for Ethernet networks in
the past, standards now exist for
100Mb/s. In fact, a new standard
called Gigabit Ethernet is emerging
that will operate at one gigabit per
second. Chances are you won't be
building a Gigabit Ethernet network,
but the effect of its introduction is that
the price of 100Mb/s network hard-
ware is falling.

Cabling issues
mosi cuncuti) designed Ethernet

networks operate over a cable made
up of four individually twisted pair
wires. Also called category five or
CAT 5 cable, these are tested and
certified to pass data at speeds of at

least 10Mb/s at distances of up to 328
feet. There are new specifications
called extended category five, which
allow data speeds beyond 100Mb/s
up to Gigabit Ethernet. The point
here is to purchase cabling that is
rated for as much data bandwidth as
possible. Token passing networks re-
quire two signal paths: signal in and
signal out. For this reason, either a
special coaxial cable using two inner
conductors - called Twinax- or dual
fiber optic media are used. In any case,
you need to exercise care in deploying
the cables, as there are total length
limits for runs of cables that depend on
the network topology selected.

Next month, we'll expand on these
points and expand our efforts by
discussing the options available for
connecting your facility to the outside
world.

Kevin McNamara, CNE, BE Radio's con-
sultant on computer technology. is president
of Exegesis Technologies, a consulting firm
in New Market. MD. He can be reached at
(888) EXE-GESIS.

So,

We did.
They liked what they saw in
our fine furniture:

Bumpers to keep chair legs
from gouging...wood trim to
keep edges from
delaminating...sloped racks
to keep equipment safe.
Round corners to give their
rooms today's custom look.

They paid for quality, and
they got it.

How do you make certain
you get everything you pay
for in your rooms? Opt for
the sure thing in studio
furniture design -specify
Murphy Studio Furniture.

A 4153 N. BONITA STRLI A SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 A TEL (619) 698-465,, A FAX (619) 698-1268 A

V (800) 307-1060 V Email: dennis@murphystudiofurniture.com V Web: murphystudiofurniture.com V

Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.

Wood Trim Corners  Passive Ventilation  Built -In Wireways  Multiple Access Panels  Ease of Installation
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We only named it.

You've got your own set of problems.
Multiple stations, numerous studios
and locations. Change, change, and
more change. So wouldn't it be nice if
there was a complete digital studio
system out there, that would let you
configure your radio operation your
way? There is. We call it Audic.VAULT`.

And the reason why AudioVAULT is in
use at more stations, in more coun-
tries than any other, is simple. It's
configured by the people who use it.
As a result, AudioVAULT delivers your
program content in any format... from
satellite to live assist to complete
walkaway. And best of all, AudioVAULT
does it efficiently, effectively, and
reliably. No other digital studio system
out there compares. It's the solution
to your problems. All of them.

Visit our web site or call us for a free
info packet.

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom
or (2171224-9600
Ike 111 emblem is a registered Irademare el Brudeast Ilectruige, kg.

THE BEST DIGITAL
STUDIO SYSTEM

ESIONE BY
YOU.

Solutions fur
Tomorrow's Radio
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Technology

Coping with Moore's Law
By Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief

As radio's operations migrate to computer -based
systems, one of management's greatest challenges
comes from the relatively fast capital -equipment

replacement cycles common to the PC environment. Moore's
Law tells us that CPUs double in capability about every 18
months, and many leading -edge users replace or upgrade
their hardware after every one or two of these cycles.

Broadcast facilities are certainly not used to replacing
any equipment with such frequency, so some compro-
mises are clearly required. What follows are a few tips and
techniques for broadcasters in dealing with this dilemma.

Separating audio from administration
The ultimate goal of a computer -based radio station is

complete integration of the administrative and the audio
operations on a common com-
puter -based system. But
hardware replace-
ment/upgrade cy-
cles may not nec-
essarily be in com-
plete synchrony
across the busi-
ness and produc-
tion processes.
There may be times
when administrative
platforms require up-
grades but audio opera-
tions remain adequate, or
vice versa.

High -quality audio oper-
ations are far more CPU -
intensive than most corporate operations. Keep these
replacement -cycle distinctions in mind as you establish
capital equipment budgets.

Viewing the big picture
While capital purchases may happen at a greater -than-

traditional rate in the computer -based radio facility, the
average cost of each item is less. In the past, a major
hardware upgrade for a production studio could easily
run into the high five figures, but it was rarely performed
more than once or twice a decade.

So although hardware purchases will happen more

Communica

End -user
IS costs

18% HardwareDevelopment
& Software6% 11%

Figure 1. Total cost of operations (TCO) analysis for Windows -

based systems, as reported in a recent study. Note that only 11%
of costs come from hardware and software purchases. (Source:
Interpose. Inc.. and Microsoft Corp.)

frequently, the total capital dollars
hypothetical decade (for a well -designed system) will
probably not differ substantially from past practice. The
processing power increase that comes from each
computer -based upgrade will likely be greater than with
traditional systems, as well, resulting in a higher "dB-per -
dollar" ratio (the mythical term used by some engineers to
impute the performance value of a particular purchase).
The distributed nature of work that computer -based

audio allows also factors into cost-effectiveness, both
positively and negatively. More spaces can be productive,
so "parallel" production can take place (as opposed to the
"serial" queuing up for studio time in a single production
room). But this may require more expensive environ-
mental treatment in a greater number of rooms or a

larger overall area. These im-
provements include qui-

eter air-conditioning
and cleaner/more
reliable power
throughout the fa-
cility. Neverthe-
less, such infra-
structure costs are
generally one-

time expenses, and
can be amortized

over the long term.
Another big -picture is-

sue involves maintenance
costs. Moving to comput-
er -based operations prob-
ably won't save you much

in maintenance staff costs. Your mileage may vary, but it's
likely that you'll probably just be trading expertise in
audio engineering for expertise in computer mainte-
nance, so it will probably be a wash. (Ideally, you'll keep
some of each.) Unfortunately, Moore's Law does not
apply to support personnel. If anything, the same support
levels cos more rather than less over time. Good
computer support staff are highly prized, and hanging on
to your best people can get rather expensive. The more
they know, the more valuable they become - to you and
to everyone else looking for competent support staff. Like
almost everything else in broadcasting, human resources

spent across that
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Maximize your footprint and get the impact
you need with the cleanliness you deserve!

Years of research and experience in
digital compression and limiting
techniques for CD mastering have
led TC Electronic to the
development of the five -band
DBMAX processor.

The DBMAX was brought to life in

close cooperation with chief engineers
at broadcast facilities world-wide,

resulting in a powerful broadcasting
tcol, that easily interfaces with all

analog and digital audio broadcast
fcrmats.

Used as a Transmission Processor,
the DBMAX ensures a louder and more
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area.
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 5 -band Eq. Dynamic filtering of spot/trouble frequer cies, 0 or 90

degree mono summing. MS -decoder etc

 AES/EBU I/O and sync -input as well as 24 bit AD and DA -converters

 Full 24 kHz audio bandwidth at 48 kHz sampling frequency

%PA
The DBMAX allows transmission -settings

to be copied to the production suites,

enabling engineers with a DBMAX to listen

to the final transmitted signal during the

production phase. For easy transfer and

back-up of these transmission settings

we've equipped the DBMAX with a

PCMCIA-slot.

Finally you can be confident your listeners

receive the signal you intended them to!
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Managing Technology
are the most pivotal elements in any operation's success,
and you get what you pay for.

One area where the change will have a positive impact
is in your spare parts stock, however. Converting to
computer operations should result in a significant net
reduction for this line item.

Platform trickle -down
As your conversion progresses, you'll identify opera-

tional areas where higher -performance computer hard-
ware is the most beneficial. These are the places where
the best new computers should go first. Any older
hardware being replaced can then "trickle down" to the
next most needy area, and the computers replaced there
can in turn be ceded to the next most critical operation,
and so on. Computers replaced at the bottom of the
food chain can be donated to a needy cause or sold
on the used market.

This allows several (if not all) departments to benefit
when only a few new high -end machines are purchased.
Each affected group takes a step forward in computing
power even though the company only purchases new
hardware for the most CPU -intensive applications.

Of course, there is a downside to this process. Every
workstation receiving a new or trickled -down platform
must be reconfigured for its new use and user, incurring
labor costs and user downtime. This trauma is likely to
continue to some extent for the first week or two after the
new platform is up and running, as well, which can cause a

Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid/Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

substantlii, ripple in productivity throughout the operation.
The trickle -down process also implies that the only new

purchases made will be high -end products, which are still
relatively expensive. But, if these platforms truly do make
their way through the facility, you'll maximize value over
the life of the hardware.

Perhaps the toughest part of the trickle -down process is
the judgment required in deciding when it's time to make
an upgrade, who inherits what down the line, and when
it's time to send an older item to the big legacy -LAN in the
sky. Having some hard depreciation rules for computer
equipment can help here, but again be careful not to force
administrative computing rules on audio production
equipment.

CPU vs. peripheral processing
Another helpful strategy has been adopted by some

computer -based audio manufacturers. It offloads more of
the audio -specific operations from the platform's CPU to
peripheral hardware (i.e., plug-in cards supplied by the
vendor). This can extend the platform's useful lifespan
because it only needs to be fast enough to serve as an
effective host for the peripheral. The peripheral can be
upgraded independently (replacing relatively inex-
pensive hardware or firmware) while keeping the
same PC in place.

Eventually, however, the peripheral hardware will
outgrow its host computer (in terms of bus speed or
interface requirements, for example), so this probably
will only buy you one or two extra "Moore cycles."
Of course, if taken to its logical extreme, this concept

may be self-defeating. The more you move away from the
general-purpose platform for your audio -specific opera-
tions, the less economy of scale you gain from computer -

based operations, which was the original point (wasn't
it?). The pendulum could eventually swing to a place
where computer -based vendors are selling the virtues of
"dedicated audio hardware appliances." What a concept.

It's unlikely that this will occur, however, if only
because CPUs continue to excel at a fast enough rate.
The fact that PCs are now chasing full -motion video
operation means that radio's need for audio -only
processes should remain well within the capabilities of
native hardware. New bus standards and related
advances will also help (see "The Last Byte," p. 80, and
"The Last Byte," March, 1998).

The tip of the iceberg
Finally, remember that as much as computer users are

concerned with hardware replacement costs, most of the
expenses in computer operation come from other quar-
ters (see Figure 1). Keeping the platforms current can
actually reduce costs in the other more influential areas
of support costs and user downtime.

It will take some getting used to by broadcasters, but the
computer cost beast can be tamed. In the end, computer -

based broadcast operations are likely to become far more
cost effective than traditional systems.
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Engineering

Tube life
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

It is amazing how many engineers are scared by the
word "tube." In at least two cases where I was trying
to find an engineer, mention of the fact that the

transmitter contained tubes in the final was enough to
elicit "no thanks" from people whom I considered to be
good candidates. I'm sure that there are just as many old
timers who are as dubious of specks of contaminated rare
metals mounted on bits of plastic with strange names.

Modern power tubes
Final tubes can cost many thousands of dollars.

Some transmitters still use tubes costing around $90 for a
250 -watt power tube. In these
days of tight operating bud-
gets, it behooves the chief to
keep his tube usage low and
get every possible electron
out of every tube.

Over the years, tube de-
sign has improved and
changed in appearance.
The tubes shown in Figure
1 are simply seated firmly
with a downward force and
contact is made with fin-
gerstock, or inserted and
twisted to make contact.
Others have separate fila-
ment leads emerging which are clamped
ment supply, like the 3CX10000H3.

Some of the trouble experienced is due to mechanical
faults caused by careless tube insertion. Over time, the
fingerstock becomes brittle, especially through heat devel-
oped locally by dirty or faulty contacts. Before installing a
tube, be sure the socket is clear of debris. Bits of broken
fingerstock can not only result in intermittent contacts, but
they can also produce shorts in the socket itself, with
subsequent burning of the socket and burnt tube contacts.

Large areas of missing contact fingers can result in
instability, incorrect or unstable tuning, and early tube
failure. Most sockets of this type can be repaired. If a
socket has more than about 20% stock missing, replace it.
If there is a tension spring around the fingers, check to see
if it is in good condition and also replace it if necessary.

When replacing a tube, note if there are signs of burning
or scorching anywhere, and act accordingly. Look at the
scratch marks made by the socket contacts on the old

Figure 1. Good electrical
contact is important for get-
ting the most lite from a tube. Pictured herearethe4CX15000A
(left) and the 5CX1500B (right).

to the fila-

tube. One way to check for correct insertion is to insert
the new one firmly in place, then carefully take it out and
look at the scratches on the new tube rings. They should
be at about the same place as on the old tube.

Never write on ceramic tubes. Even placing tape on
glass tubes for record keeping is not a good idea. Any
residue on the tube body can cause problems with arcing
or deterioration of the ceramic.

Tube gassing
,ie manufacturers achieved today's reliability, it was

the practice to place spare tubes into service regularly to
prevent shelf gassing. This is not necessary today. In

fact, it is frowned on by tube
builders because it increases
the risk of breaking the tube
or the socket.

An exception to this rule is
glass envelope tubes. The
glass is not porous, but the
Kovar alloy that seals the
glass and metal can allow
very slow gas leakage. Be-
cause Kovar can rust, such
tubes should be kept in
sealed plastic bags and rotat-
ed in the transmitter every
twelve months.

Although tubes rely on heat for proper operation, heat
is also an enemy. Squirrel cage blowers can collect quite
a lot of dirt on their blades. This will drastically reduce air
flow and cause overheating. Cooling fins on tubes must
also be checked for similar plugging up by insects and dirt.

Altitude should not be overlooked. Thinner air on
mountain tops gives less cooling effect for the same
volume at sea level. It is a good idea to use a thermometer
to check for operating temperatures that meet tube
designer specs. Lower air dielectric values at altitude may
also result in external arcing.

Placing into service
Atter checking the tube for mechanical defects it is best

to make a VOM test for filament continuity and freedom
from internal electrode shorts with the tube on its side to
detect any electrode sag.

Initial and continued filament voltage has the greatest
effect on tube life. Don't rely on the transmitter manufac-
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RF Engineering
turer's metering. Verify the meter's
accuracy with a calibrated VOM con-
nected directly to the actual tube termi-
nals. Voltage drop in the filament leads
from the transformer is often greater
than realized and transformer termi-
nal voltages are not the same as tube
filament terminal voltages.

Filament voltage
management

After installing a new tube, run it at
rated filament voltage for about 150
hours. Be sure the transmitter is tuned
to peak operation, and then adjust
the filament voltage for optimum life.

Slowly reduce the filament volt-
age until you see a decrease in
output, then raise the voltage very
slowly by one or two tenths of a
volt until normal operation has re-
sumed. You have discovered the
emission limited voltage. By run -

mechanical and performance. Me-
chanical includes catastrophic fail-
ures in which tube elements short to
each other or to adjacent chassis
components. Occasionally an enve-
lope will puncture, allow air to enter,
and produce internal arcing or fila-
ment bum -up.
Sometimes intermittent internal

shorts occur when the grid or fila-
ment warps and touches another el-
ement due to heating. This type of
fault can clear and not show up on a
VOM when the tube cools.

When output can't be obtained with
normal operating voltages and other
things look normal, consider low
emission. This kind of fault is very
seldom sudden. It seems to happen
slowly, then one day you fmd there
just isn't full power.

If raising filament voltage a few
tenths of a volt returns output to

120

110-

100-

90-

- --
\Tube Filament Operated at 7.5 Volts/ % N /- for Full Operating Life

\
80- \

g 70- \
7,
.'4 60- \ 7 Minimum Specification 53 Amps.
E \

_v
1" 50-
ez
CU 40-=

Tube Operated at Rediced \
Filament VoltaKe after
7.5 Volt Initial D ration \

30

20- Minimum required \
for Full Output

10-

0 I I I I I I I I I 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Filament Operating Hours X 1,000

Figure 2. Filament voltage management can nearly double the life of a tube
(Courtesy of Econco.)

ning slightly above this point, the
life of the tube may be increased up
to 50% longer than a tube running
continuously at its rated voltage.
Figure 2 shows the effect of precise
voltage control.

If a tube thus calibrated is removed
for any reason and then replaced, it is
only necessary to run at rated voltage to
retune the transmitter; then go back to
its original calibrated operating voltage.

Problems
Tube problems fall into two groups:

normal it is a sign that the emission
is beginning to fall off slowly. In-
creasing voltage to rating or a few
tenths of a volt lighter can be done
while new tubes are obtained. This
is OK for a short time, but there is
a risk of mesh or spiral filaments
shorting.

Several companies offer tube re-
building services, and most duds can
be repaired. Some of the material in
this article can be found in Econco's
handbook, Tube Topics, available free
from Econco.
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feature of Audio Precision products pnce the
inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our
System One audio analyzers are in use worldwide,
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and by test engineers for our comprehensive pro-
grammable analog and digital audio measurement
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Now our System Two true Dual Domain audio ana-
lyzer joins the System One, setting a new standard
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Wave

DAB Update
By Chriss Scherer, editor

At NAB98 there was a lot of talk about the status of
domestic and international DAB. As you may
already know, most other countries are working

on or implementing DAB systems using the Eureka 147
format in the L -band frequency range. Right across our
northern border, DAB on -air broadcasts have begun
from Toronto and are scheduled to be-
gin soon in Montreal and
Vancouver.

In the U.S., there are two
areas of development: Sat-
ellite delivered (S -band)
and In -Band, On -Channel
(IBOC).

Satellite development, com-
monly referred to as Satellite
Digital Audio Radio Service (S-
DARS) is moving ahead after the
FCC auctioned two licenses last
April. Both of the license award-
ees (CD Radio and American Mo-
bile Radio Corporation) have been
fairly quiet so far, but are on similar
time schedules - at least within a few
months of each other. CD Radio began
constructing three satellites last year -
two for launch and one as a back-up. The
satellites will be launched later this year -
one in August and one in October. They will
assume orbital positions at 80°W and 110°W.

Meanwhile, AMRC is "on target" for a com-
plete system rollout in 2000. They too will be
launching two satellites soon. With two separate services
available, the question of receiver hardware require-
ments becomes a consideration. CD Radio and AMRC
have held discussions over this issue and are making
efforts to have a single receiver capable of receiving
either system.

The IBOC story
Broadcasters in the U.S. showed an interest in creating

an IBOC system, thereby using existing spectrum instead
of finding a new frequency band in which to operate. This
would allow current licensees to retain their spectrum
allocations and broadcast a digital signal. Another consid-

eration is the unavailability of L -band spectrum in the U.S.
for Eureka systems.

After several proposals for new band or In -Band,
Adjacent -Channel (IBAC) systems were tested, many of
their proponents either abandoned their efforts or joined

together on the IBOC ideas.
USA Digital Radio (USADR), thought of as a sort

of grand alliance for IBOC, is currently
planning lab tests of its AM and FM
systems and is talking about some
field tests in the Baltimore/Washing-
ton D.C. area. Until recently, all the
active IBOC work was being done by
USADR, a joint effort of Westing-
house Wireless, CBS, Gannett and
Lucent Technologies. USADR partic-
ipated in the initial lab tests conduct-

ed by the NRSC, but those tests
were conducted before the alli-

ance with Lucent Technologies.

The Digital Radio Express proto-
type receiver board measures
six by eight inches.

A new IBOC voice
Digital Radio Express
(DRE), a California -
based company, has
entered the IBOC arena
with its own IBOC sys-
tem proposal. While
USA Digital Radio has
been working on an
IBOC system for most
of this decade, DRE has

been working behind closed doors for only about two
years while determining if its system would be a viable
one. Apparently, they feel it is.

In February of this year, DRE held a demonstration for
the NRSC DAB subcommittee to begin the process of
raising awareness of its system. Following these demon-
strations, the DAB subcommittee was reactivated to take
a further look at the IBOC systems.
One of the design goals for the DRE system is that it be

integrated in physical size. The company didn't feel that
a large system occupying several racks of equipment was
the proper place to begin testing. By working on a system
that is a practical size to begin with, the hope is that final
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CLEARLY THE BEST THING TO HAPPEN

TO AM RADIO SINCE DRIVETIME.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST 100% DIGITAL, 'ILLY PROGRAMMABLE,

FM -LIKE SOUND FOR AM. Reaching a larger audience with bright,

clear, punchy sound just got noticeably sampler. Because the new

DPTIMDD 9200 offers a dramatic improvement in both voice and

music quality, while giving you the ability to orogram AM sound exactly

to your audience. Just push a button or program remotely vie, PC.

Whether it's music, sports or news/talk, Orban's powerful

digital technology provides an ideal balance between optimum

loudness and high quality sound. So pumping, grittiness and

midrange "squash" that muddle AM sound are gone.

Instead, announcer and telephone voices have true preF..ence

and impact. Music has real bass, with punch and warmth, not boom.

Highs have FM -like clarity. All of which means you'll attract a

bigger share of that lucrative drivetime audience, and keep it.

orban
H A Harman International Company

.t' 1997 Orban. inn Orban and PPTIMOD are registered trademarks 1525 Alvarado St. San Leandro. CA 94577 USA Phone 1.510.351.3500 Ian 1.510.351.02U [-mad custsers4Worban corn Websoe woos orban corn
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"Tom, we bought
another radio
station last
night."

Wondering
how to handle
growth? More
groups have
placed their trust

Iin Intraplex than
any other digital

;.
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and phones , ,,. , i

one high quality
digital line. With
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Next Wave

development and production of hard-
ware will be simpler and quicker if
the system is adopted as a standard.
The idea is to take a small printed
circuit board and convert it into a
chipset - as opposed to reducing a
rack full of gear into a chip.

The demonstration system current-
ly in use occupies a few rack spaces
for the transmission side, with the
receiver prototype mounted on a
single printed circuit board measur-
ing about six by eight inches. This
compares favorably to some of the
early receiver models that occupied
racks of equipment.

lap
do you think?

What

Take the BE Radio online
survey on DAB.

Turn your browser to
www.beradio.com and
speak your voice. The

results of the April survey
will be printed in the May/

June issue of BE Radio.

Technical details
The DRE system was designed un-

der the direction of Derek Kumar,
vice president of engineering for DRE.
Kumar previously worked for Elec-
tronic Decisions, Inc. (EDI), which
had been subcontracted by USADR.
USADR later purchased the intellec-
tual property of EDI and then aban-
doned the system Kumar designed.

Information on the workings of the
DRE system state that it uses a trellis -
coded multiple -carrier modulation
with time and frequency diversity,
fault -tolerant multipath equalization,
fully independent and redundant side -
band processing, hierarchical forward
and error -protection, and advanced
post -detection diversity combining.
With data rates up to 128kb/s for FM,
DRE plans to apply the same princi-
ples to an AM system with data rates
of up to 48kb/s. Because of the
proprietary nature of the systems
being used, some of the explicit de-
tails are not yet being made available.
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Now you can get digital technology and PR&E reliability in the same console. Integrity.
Its it e first 111i ecl That also

can accpt cfigital inputs at any sample rate. So yall can deal with the ho.
podge of ::.cuiprient in real -world studios. A unique architecture also guarantees a ievel of relic
hility other digital consoles mill match. So you, can rest assured your signal will stay on IP

xi kvth digital programming, you g:ft seamless show transitions, fewer bow -lop en.
fewer -rr,i!"-<0 For 1 -brochure, call 761i -M-1911, visit, WWW, mil or o-ny,;'

The LCD screen and Windows' interface Four special-purpose buses pro: ide
protide acato poutrfid configuration automated mix -minus for telephone
managenwra and session -based features. and remote Pats each with IFB.

An array of state-ofithe-art, floating-
point digital signal processors perform
mixing, routing and other junctions.

The 1U -character dip/ay changes when
another audio source is assigned. either
manually or at (4 preassigned time.

All
PkCIFIC RESEARCH G ENGINEERING
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A Measurable
Difference...

New, innovative products that fit the
way you test. Instruments that are
specifically designed to give you the
answers you need quickly, with easy
to use interfaces in rugged designs.
Accuracy traceable to NIST and guar-
anteed through accredited European
Competent Bodies.

We're continuing to expand our range
of offerings so that you can depend
on us to be your one -stop -shop for
products, information and support for
your toughest problems. From "DC to
Daylight", Holaday provides meters.
monitors, solutions and PPE for accu-
rate evaluation of, and protection from.
EMF exposure and emissions.

Holaday
EMF Performance Tools

Eden Prairie. Minnesota 55344
Telephone: 612-934-4920

Facsimile: 612-934-3604
E-mail: holaday@holadayinc.com

Web page: www.holadayinc.com

Next Wave jBROADCAST ELECTRONICS FX50
LOW POWER FM TRANSMITTER

ORBAN 8212
COMPOSITE STEREO GENERATOR
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SIGNAL

DIGITAL RADIO EXPRESS
IBOC EXCITER

Figure 1. The DRE hybrid analog/digital

In addition to the main channel,
DRE also expects to be able to trans-
mit subcarrier data, with capacities
up to 64kb/s.

DRE has conducted demonstrations
of their FM system with the setup
shown in Figure 1. The demonstra-
tions conducted up to now used a
Layer III codec, but they have since
switched to a newer encoding algo-
rithm called Advanced Audio Cod-
ing, or AAC. AAC was the algorithm
used in the demonstrations at NAB98.
To implement an IBOC system, the

RF power amp must be linear in its
function. DRE believes that most mod-
em transmitters would be able to
accommodate the digital stream with
only minor modifications, saving broad-
casters from having to buy a com-
pletely new transmitter. On the receiv-
er side, the hybrid analog/digital sys-
tem also allows a transition period for
the consumer. Most analog receivers
should have filters narrow enough to
remove the digital data in the side -
bands without any audible effects.

The schedule for DRE involves con-
tinued demonstrations of their FM
systems now, with field tests com-
mencing in the second quarter of
1998. DRE has already been in con-
tact with a station in the San Francisco
area to conduct the on -air tests. The
station's identity will be announced
later, pending the final agreements
and arrangements. DRE plans to dem-

transmission system being demonstrated

onstrate an AM system in the third
quarter of 1998.

DRE has also formed alliances with
TriTech Microelectronics and Telos
Systems. TriTech, a subsidiary of Sin-
gapore Technologies Semiconductors,
is based in Singapore, with offices in
the U.S., U.K., Taiwan, Korea and
Japan. TriTech will convert the DRE
receiver design into an IBOC chipset.
TriTech is also a major investor in
DRE and is its technology licensing
partner.

Telos, already known for its work in
audio transmission and digital encod-
ing, has agreed to manufacture the
encoding and transmission hardware
if the DRE system is adopted.

DAB in the U.S. is moving along.
Both the S-DARS and IBOC propo-
nents are looking at the year 2000 as
their service launch dates. At this
point, the S-DARS systems should be
running before an IBOC standard is
decided upon. The progress contin-
ues, albeit slowly. I

FRelated websites1
 TriTech Microelectronics

www.tritechmicro.com
 Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

 USA Digital Radio
www.usadr.com

 CD Radio
www.cdradio.com
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full service -BS.
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Update

FCC considering microradio proposal
By Harry Martin

The FCC set April 27 as the comment date on a
petition for rulemaking which proposes the estab-
lishment and licensing of low power "microradio"

stations. The petitioners, individuals living in Virginia and
Connecticut, have proposed that the FCC dedicate one
AM and one FM channel to the service and that the
assigned frequencies be shared among licensed microradio
stations that would each serve one or several square miles.

The petition has received at least tentative support from
Commissioners Powell and Ness, and from Chairman Bill
Kennard. Ness sees the establishment of a microradio
service as a way to solve the problem of pirate broadcast-
ing, while Powell and Kennard view the proposal as
affording opportunities for diversity, particularly in the
establishment of community -oriented and minority -owned
facilities. (The consolidation of the radio industry since
the passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 has
limited opportunities for the development of locally
oriented outlets.) Broadcasters and the NAB have strong-
ly opposed microradio, citing not only clutter, but techni-
cal interference and economic competition.

After comments on the pending petition are reviewed,
the Commission will decide whether to propose rules
which would institutionalize the microradio service, ded-
icate spectrum to it and establish application processing
procedures. Should the matter develop into a rulemaking
proceeding - which may be unlikely in light of the
controversy the plan has already caused - existing radio
stations will be given another opportunity to air their views.

Ads for casino gambling legal in more states
The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to overturn a ruling

stating that the ban on advertisements for casino gambling
and lotteries that are legal within a state is unconstitutional.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit last year
found that banning gaming ads under these circumstances
is a violation of commercial free speech. The Supreme
Court has now declined to hear the appeal of the Ninth
Circuit's ruling, thus allowing that ruling to stand.

Meanwhile, a U.S. District Court in New Jersey also has
concluded that the prohibition on broadcasts of gambling
ads is unconstitutional. Additionally, the plaintiffs in the
New Jersey case, which include the National Association of
Broadcasters and Players International, have filed a petition
with the District Court there urging that the federal ban be
eliminated nationwide. The U.S. Department of Justice has

opposed this petition, and a decision remains pending.
However, a potential conflict among circuits is brewing.

In New Orleans, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit has a pending case which addresses the same
issue. In that case, the Greater New Orleans Broadcasters
Association seeks to air ads for riverboat gambling which
now is legal in New Orleans. The Fifth Circuit initially
issued a decision against the broadcasters, but that
decision was sent back to the Fifth Circuit in light of a
landmark 1996 Supreme Court decision protecting com-
mercial free speech. It remains to be seen how the Fifth
Circuit will rule now that the Supreme Court has declined
to hear the appeal of the Ninth Circuit case.

In the wake of the various court rulings, the FCC has
announced that it will not enforce the rules against
gambling advertisements in the nine Western states that
make up the Ninth Circuit (California, Arizona, Nevada,
Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Montana, Hawaii and Alas-
ka) or in New Jersey. However, the court decisions do not
affect any other states. The Commission's rules remain in
full force in all states outside of the Ninth Circuit and New
Jersey. Furthermore, the federal cases do not have any
impact on state laws governing lottery and gaming ads.
Those laws currently remain fully in effect.

A growing tide nonetheless appears to be developing
against the advertising ban. The plaintiffs in the Fifth
Circuit case are hopeful that the Supreme Court's decision
not to hear the appeal of the Ninth Circuit case will
encourage the Fifth Circuit to reverse its initial ruling and
find in favor of the broadcasters.

4

Hary Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail: martin@fhh-telcomlaw.com.

Commercial radio stations in the following
locations must file their annual ownership reports on
or before June 1, 1998: District of Columbia,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Michigan, Ohio,
Arizona, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and
Wyoming.

Tower owners in Texas must register their towers
with the FCC during May, 1998.

Annual Employment Reports (FCC Forms 395-B),
previously due May 31, now are due on or before
September 30, 1998 and each September 30
thereafter.
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Technology

ErCO,

Trends
By Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief, and Chriss Scherer, editor

Tricks

The conference sessions at NAB98 once again
proved to be a valuable source of information.

The variety of information presented at the NAB
conferences covers a myriad of topics. With

areas of interest for management, sales,
programming, production, promotions and

engineering, there was something for everyone.

Many topics presented became the source of
discussions - sometimes heated ones - later in
the day and evening. Even with all the noise and
activity of Las Vegas, people gather and discuss
the days' activities, trading stories and opinions

of industry technology, trends and tips.
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B macicast righIceringConference

0 ne of the more popular
conferences at the NAB
convention is theBroad-
cast Engineering Con-

ference. This conference, co -spon-
sored by The Society of Broadcast
Engineers and the NAB, presented a
wide variety of topics that covered
not only radio and traditional broad-
cast topics, but looked even further
into some of the future technologies
as well. As you can imagine, the
Internet was explored, as were areas
of datacasting, interactivity, tower
space and more.

Cover the basics
The first day of presentations started

off with an overview of the basics:
Radio Boot Camp. These presenta-
tions covered some of the nuts and
bolts ideas often taken for granted, but
which are the basic building blocks in
any facility. It is important for newer
engineers to take advantage of ses-
sions like this to add a few tools to
their belts, and even the most sea-
soned engineers sometimes overlook
the basic principles of radio engineer-
ing. Many of us perform them every
day without a second thought.

Consolidation is an oft -used term
these days. It's full meaning is still
being defined as proposed mergers
come together and stations that were
once fierce competitors transition into
friendly neighbors. The role of the
manager in these newly created po-
sitions continues to change - wheth-
er you are a station manager or
engineering manager - and being
successful in a multi -station facility
requires you to look at the individual
needs of the stations as well as the
overall view of the facility. There are
many ways to share common re-
sources to reduce inventory or wast-
ed manpower. Scheduling mainte-
nance, hiring personnel, equipment
compatibility, and integration and
asset purchasing are just some of the
areas that are affected by the changes
of consolidation.
With these kinds of changes taking

place, the return to basics approach
of Radio Boot Camp revisited some
standard topics of RF and audio that
will never change, regardless of the
terms being used to describe how the
business operates.

Digital, digital, digital
It's no surprise that there were sev-

eral sessions dealing with digital audio
and radio in varying forms. While
television is facing concerns of its own
with the implementation of digital
signals, radio is just starting to delve
into it. Different parts of the globe are
involved in various stages of DAB
application or development. (See Next
Wave, p. 24 for what is happening in
the U.S.) The DAB session detailed
progress on the various fronts.

Eureka 147 is being implemented
around the world, and some satellite
delivery systems are gearing up to go
online. The expectations and obsta-
cles of many of these technologies
were discussed in the sessions and
became a source for further discus-
sions outside the show hours. The fact
that the U.S. is not going to be part of
the near -global Eureka standard alone
triggered many conversations.

Further digital topics covered the
application of fully digital air chains
and broadcast paths. There are sys-
tems currently available that make
this once fabled feat a reality. Com-
puter -delivered audio and CDs feed-
ing a digital console and audio router
take care of the studio. Soon enough,
the only analog devices in the control
room could be the microphone and
monitor speakers. A variety of digital
STL options exist, and the installation
of a digital exciter and audio process-
ing completes the route. Taking these
steps now can prepare your facility
for the DAB plunge later.

Subcarriers are nothing new to
broadcasting, but utilizing high-speed
data transmissions is. The NRSC High-
speed FM Subcarrier Subcommittee

last year conducted tests on
three systems, and reports
on these tests and applica-
tions shed some light on
new revenue sources for
broadcasters.

Bits
Computers and the Internet

continue to take on more im-
portance in every aspect of
the station operation, and the
sessions covering these tech-
nologies were no exception.

As broadcast engineers add
`computer engineer' to their
duties, managing the hard-
ware, software and infrastruc-
ture of the computer net-
work becomes a desirable
skill. Developing cost-effec-
tive systems can be a confus-
ing area, but the information

provided at the Computer Network
session helped quell concerns and
gave attendees tools that they can use
to smooth the facility operation.

Using the Internet in any business is
becoming a common practice. Radio
has some unique features that make
it a natural alliance. With some 3000
stations already webcasting, estab-
lishing an Internet presence has be-
come necessary to stay competitive.
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With more emerging technologies on
the way, the webcaster will enjoy
even more possibilities.

The session on tower management
brought up some interesting points,
especially in the face of the DTV
transition. Many FM stations are ten-

ants on "I'V towers and may be facing
some changes to their lease as mod-
ifications are made for the tower
owner's upgrade. For tower owners,
some new possibilities are being
opened as well.

As always, the engineering sessions

covered a wide range of topics that
every broadcast engineer is involved
with. The diversity of material showed
clearly that today's broadcast engi-
neer is required to be some thing of
a jack-of-all-trades to keep a facility
running at top performance.

Broadcasters'
Law and

Regulation
Conference

Laying up with the latest rules
and regulations can be a full
time job in itself sometimes.
The Law and Regulation Con-

ference was a chance to learn more
about recent rulemakings and pro-
posals and how they will affect sta-
tion operation.

As consolidation becomes the stan-
dard for many, the need to fully
understand its legal implications be-
comes important. While the consoli-
dation process is un-
derway, steps must be
taken to ensure com-
pliance with the rules.
It's easy for things to
slip between the
cracks. Other points of
concern are the anti-
trust issues that can
pop up after a mega -
merger.

While many of these
issues are inevitably
handled by the station's
lawyers and owners,
the chief operator can
also keep an eye out for some of the
pitfalls that may arise. While antitrust
concerns may be out of your hands,
compliance with the rules certainly is
not. By staying on top of things -
keeping the records straight, verifying
operating parameters, proper logging
requirements - many problems can
be avoided.

The session on avoiding FCC fines

was helpful in shedding some light on
problems commonly found by inspec-
tors in the field. Although field inspec-
tions are becoming less common be-
cause of the FCC cutbacks, compliance
with the rules is still a very important
subject. Take advantage of someone
else's misfortune - if they received a
fine, make sure that you are not in the
same situation. If you are, correct the
problem before it costs you.

The station's chief operator is usual-

ly the chief engineer. Because of this,
engineers are often called upon as
the in-house rules expert. Last year,
EAS was a hot topic for compliance.
This year, the concerns were more
varied, but the effects of consolida-
tion, most notably the additional
record keeping, were a concern for
attendees.

A technical facilities upgrade is some-

thing that can be
brought up from
time to time. While
the engineering ses-
sions cover this top-

ic from a nuts and bolts standpoint,
the regulatory issues surrounding it
make it almost a companion session
for the station managers and owners.
Changing the city of license, adding a
booster, moving the studio or trans-
mitter facilities (especially with con-
solidation), are all issues that were
addressed during the managers' track.

The broadcast auxiliary services are
constantly being congested with more
and more traffic from stations. Some
recent FCC petitions and actions
threatened the spectrum with pro-
posed uses by non -broadcast bodies.
This topic raised just as many ques-
tions as it answered as we look ahead
toward greater requirements for the
auxiliary spectrum to support so many
digital signals.

Internet issues were discussed ev-
erywhere, but with any emerging
technology comes emerging legisla-
tion. One area of concern is webcast-
ing. If music licensing fees are paid
for radio airplay, what happens when
you send your signals over the Inter-
net? Many syndicated program pro-
viders already refuse to give affiliates
permission to stream their show. Some
of the other concerns deal with
straight -forward online content. Post-
ing graphics and links may be consid-
ered a convenience to your website
visitor, but the owner of the other site
may not want his product being bran-
dished in an outside environment.

Copyrights, trademarks and issues
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of libel and defamation must be con-
sidered for any online content. Just
like anything put out over the air,
online content must also follow some
set guidelines.
Pirate broadcasting was the topic of

one session, and a major point of
debate among attendees. It is difficult
to know how many unlicensed oper-
ators there are in the U.S., but the
problem continues to grow. The rules
state that it is an illegal practice, but
they continue to operate - some-
times under the nose of the FCC -
without being shut down. Concern
for a solution to the problem was
evident among broadcasters. FCC
petitions suggest that limits be set for
micropower broadcasters. Meanwhile,
broadcasters continue to oppose pi-
rate operation and the proposed leg-
islation altogether. This is an issue
that will take some time to either be
settled with legislation, or ended with
the shutdown of these pirates.

The NAB's MultiMedia World
Conference is well on its
way to becoming a bona -
fide "important" computer

industry trade show. Situated in the
same convention centers and falling
chronologically between CES and
COMDEX each year, it is establishing
itself as the predominant show for the
content -provider or "media" side of
the computer business. Keynote and
luncheon presenters read like a who's
who of the computer industry.

This is a smart strategic move for
NAB - and for the broadcast indus-
try as a whole if it takes the hint from
its trade association. Consider that
broadcasters are among the kings of
the content hill, and this content can
serve both the "appliance" world of

CES and the "platform" world of
COMDEX - an enviable position.
This is what convergence may be all
about. While the consumer may nev-
er truly use a single multimedia de-
vice to access all media, the content
provider can maximize the delivery
potential of its media to have these
assets hit as many receivers as possi-
ble.

The emergence of more media-

capable PCs and other new wireless
delivery technologies over the next
two years almost guarantees consid-
erable upheaval in the media produc-
tion and distribution industry, in which
broadcasters play a major role. For
those who read between the lines,
that message was spread throughout
NAB98, but it was most overtly pre -

Call the
Pioneers!

970.949.7774 800345ysi

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technology to the

broadcast industry, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT terminals in the

USA. Today there are over 150,000!

Over the years, we've installed more than 150 uplinks and over 2,800

remote sites worldwide. And we've blazed a few trails including the

first ComStream ISO/MPEG VSAT digital audio and data networks in

the USA, Venezuela, and the Bahamas; the first "store & forward"

localized satellite audio networks in the USA; and the first VSAT SCPC

paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

NSN's unmatched integration experience has made us the nation's

preferred choice for VSAT networks. We are the largest authorized

distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment. The recent addition

of Wegener's digital audio product line provides us with an extensive

array of the finest satellite equipment and broadcast communications

products to meet your needs. NSN offers complete, turnkey networks

with spacetime for coast -to -coast stereo audio starting at just
$1,595 per month! Look to us for

q Satellite Data Networks
LQ Satellite Internet Connectivity
 Network Design & Licensing
 Domestic & International Spacetime
 24 -Hour Technical Support

Installation & Training
 Lease Financing

Fax 970.949.9620
E-mail: kelly@nsn.net

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES
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Use the

One-time remotes
just got easier!

Sometimes it's impractical

to install a special circuit

like ISDN for a one-time

remote. However, a

plain telephone line

is usually available.

Wouldn't it be nice

if you could have

high quality two -NN .t'

audio on that plain

line? That's just

what you get with

lht //r)//

Call Us for Details

BROADCASTERS
GENERAL STORE
2480 S.E. 52nd Street
Ocala. Florida 34480-7500
Phone 352-622-7700
Fax 352-629-7000

 Email bgs mbs.net

We'd be happy to send
you a Hotline to try.

Wideband two-way audio on POTS
(Plain Old Telephone Service)
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Shared
Knowledge

sented in the two NAB MultiMedia
World tracks: the Internet Technolo-
gies and Applications Conference and
the New Media Professionals Confer-
ence.
Sessions considered the In-

ternet from a variety of angles,
and presentations ranged from
superficial to deeply detailed.
Topics included legal and copy-
right issues on the Internet,
programming and "branding"
strategies, global expansion via
the Internet and making on-
line services profitable. Also on
the program was an interesting
technical trend that's completely
nonexistent today, but which
may become hugely important
in the near future: Internet con-
nectivity via low -earth orbit
(LEO) satellites. The mobile
nature of this technology makes
it particularly important to ra-
dio broadcasters.

From a technical perspective, on-
line radio presentations considered a
range of issues from maximizing the
impact of current website offerings to

considering near -future possibilities,
including the incorporation of "e -
commerce" for on-line purchasing
from broadcasters' websites. A num-
ber of exemplary existing sites were
visited "live" from the conference
sessions and from booths on the
exhibition floor.

This stimulated much discussion of
how inappropriate the traditional
broadcast business model may be for
the on-line environment, and why
development of a new and substan-
tially different strategy may be in
order. As you might expect, this kind
of radical departure was not easily
accepted. Making matters worse,
while broadcasters made up a lot of
the audiences, few were included
among these sessions' presenters. This
didn't make such a bitter pill any
easier to swallow. Nevertheless, most
broadcasters at MultiMedia World did
seem to get the message that change
is in the wind.

If you're off the air and not sure
what direction to take, call us first.
We'll be the last call you make.

Satellite Systems is respected industry -wide for prompt, accurate service to radio stations and
networks. Whether you have a Dart 384 or Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325 we can repair your equipment.
Pre- and post -service technical support, along with a 6 -month warranty.

Introducing the CB500 Tone Decoder
Satellite Systems now has available the CB500 Tone Decoder. The CB500 will detect the 25Hz, 35Hz and 25+35Hz with
individual front panel LED indicators for each function. Other benefits included with the CB500 are:

Size: 8"w, 2.5"h. 7.25"d
Output level is adjustable from the front panel. Max output level
is in excess of +15 dB

 Frequency response: +/- 1dB from 60Hz to 20kHz
Distortion/noise better than .04% from 60Hz to 20kHz

 Sub audible tone rejection: 30 dB or greater with undistorted tone

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Relay contacts rated at 1 amp at 120 VAC. Contact NO, modifiable
to NC

 Relay closure time front panel adjustable approximately .5 to 2.5
seconds
Input and output connections: Screw terminal plugs (no soldering
required)

 Audio input level control

Satellite
Systeins

can help
you

with all Your
eq0 P

nnent
needs.

including
acces

or

Ce

7
pa

ce
Years

rfleibr,a,id reliable

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
E 15 East Brookside Street  Colorado Springs. CO 80906

(719) 634-6319
Sales: (800) 817-7664
Fax: (719) 635-8151
E -Mail: satsyst.com
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MASTERi[ CONTROL
The world's finest on -air system.

"We love it
because it does
everything!'

Take the RC
ch a lle its
Ask any software or hardware company how much combined RADIO EXPERIENCE is on their staff We
guarantee nobody comes close to the wide radio backgrounds of RCS people. We've been where you
are...station ownership, management, engineering, programming, production, on -air. Experience in ALL facets
of radio is curiously absent from other digital computer companies. Plus, RCS uses industry -standard
components including Digigram audio cards. Rarely do you make such an important decision...Make this the
right one. Get Master Control NT from RCS.

Want a free video?
Jot your name and address in this box

and fax to 914-723-2258. We'll rush
you your video and more info on

Master Control NT.

MOM\ =ME
MIMI MEMINIM NO

\INNEN IMMIN/
Sound Softwarc

Name.

Station:

Address:

City: State: Zip

Tel Fax:

Radio Computing Services. Inc.
Two Overhill Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583 USA
Tel: 914-723-8567, Fax: 914-723-2258
E-mail: info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com

o et'14C
CC
11 THE MUSIC SCHEDULING SYSTEM

HERS OF

\A`P.
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R/SVP BETTER
THAN EVER!

SAME Low PRICE

 Now with input level selector.
Connect +6dbm line out or cassette to
R/SVP for -10dbm to telco.

 Highest quality electret mic mixes
with external input or mutes.

 Continuous monitoring.
 600 ohm transformer input/output.
 Two year warranty.
 Made in U.S.A.

Ft/SVP $149.75
SVP (no record out) $130.25

SOUND MERICA

800-688-8208
Circle (55) on Free Info Card
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Innovative Solutions

THERMAL SENTRY

The Thermal Sentry provides early -
warning information about transmit-
ter conditions that, if uncorrected,
could lead to down -time and costly
damage. This is accomplished with

two precision air -temperature
sensors; one installed at the

cooling -air intake and the other at
the cooling -air exhaust of a trans-
mitter. The temperature difference

(0.1 degrees resolution) is displayed
on the front panel. Remote and

alarm outputs are provided.

SHE NyETEm5
972 Main Street,

Nashville, TN 37206-3614
615-228-3500 FAX: 615-227-2367
FAX ON DEMAND: 615-227-2393

www.sinesys.com

31
Know/edge
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NAB
Corn 1771 Fs icationsand Connectivity

As NAB MultiMedia World
considered the conver
gence of broadcasting and
computing, NAB Commu-

nications and Connectivity looked at
the more "traditional" linkage be-
tween telcos and broadcast. But most
of the topics covered in this confer-
ence were anything but traditional.

This conference also included two
tracks: the Telecommunications Strat-
egies Conference (focusing on terres-
trial connectivity) and Uplink 98: Sat-
ellite Operators and Users Confer-
ence (looking at satellite issues).
Subjects of technical interest con-

sidered interconnection techniques
for station groups, the increasing val-
ue of fiber optics (both within and
between facilities), the changing sat-
ellite -distribution environment and
synergies between two-way wireless
and broadcast technologies.

An international panel presented their
views on what were the most impor-
tant emerging global telecommunica-
tions issues, while other panels con-
sidered the specifics of high quality
intra- and interfacility signal transport.

Crowds at the Communications and
Connectivity sessions seemed a more
staid and subdued lot than the rather
mercurial group atMultiMedia World.
Discussion was more practical and
less speculative here, but still quite
forward thinking.
Throughout NAB98, there seemed

to be an overwhelming air of arrival
and realness for many telecommuni-
cations services previously consid-
ered futuristic. The shifting of para-
digms was almost palpable at the
show. To the dismay of many radio
broadcasters, however, the only issue
that still seemed not to be getting any
closer to reality was DAB. f

Battison receives
NAB engineering award

lohn Battison, BE Radio's technical editor, RF, %%as
hosen to receive the 1998 Radio Engineering

Achievement award from the National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB). Battison, a 52 -year veteran
of broadcast engineering, is one of the founders of
the Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE), and is a
recognized authority on directioral antennas. Dur-
ing his career he has served as director of engineer-
ing for the Telecommunications Department at
Ohio State University, has taught at American Uni-
versity and New York University, and has presented
papers at conferences all over the world. Since retiring, John has focused his
energies toward his consulting business and his monthly column in BE Radio,
RF Engineering.

"I'm absolutely thrilled," Battisor says of the honor. "I just retired this year and
this is about 1000dB better than getting a gold watch, that's for sure?

When asked to look back over his career and pick his proudest achievement,
Battison says without a pause, "The formation of the SBE. That was probably the
best."

The Award, presented annually to one TV and one radio engineer, was presented
to John at the Technology Luncheon at NAB98 in Las Vegas on April 8.

We at BE Radio congratulate Joan on his well -deserved award and applaud
the NAB for his recognition.
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Does
Rdally

Matter?
What kind of soundcard does your digital

broadcast system use? It's a critical matter. For

openers. even with a new production suite. transmitter

and the latest satellite links, the audio quality that hits

the air is only as good as your soundcard. Fact is.

Antex soundcards have continuously

redefined PC -based digital audio quality

for more thar a de:Me. Antex offers

field -proven technology that exceeds

expectations. Plus. Antex cards provide all the

most popular compression formats for

digital broadcast. Ask people who know.

The industry's most respected software

and hardware developers and

manufacturers have Antex plugged in.

And they show it. So you see. it's important

to know your soundcard. It matters.

Ask For Antex

A2'NEVR(ONICS
NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF SOUND.

1125 West 190th Street. Gardena. California 90248

310-532 3092 800-338-4231 www.antex.com
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628 Digital Voice Processor
It Takes Requests

Doesn't Need Coffee!

You've received over a dozen requests in
less then 15 minutes and the phones
still ringing! If that isn't enough, your
program director wants the presets
changed & needs your voice on a cart
"ASAP. " All this and you haven't even had
your first cup of coffee! The day's just
starting... You may not be up to speed, but
the Symetrix 628 Digital Voice Processor is!
Made for broadcasting, live performances
and recording studios.

The Symetrix 628 Digital Voice Processor
provides a quick way for talent or producer
to make those speedy changes without
running frantically to the equipment rack!
The 628 offers instant quality
on -air capabilities. A simple turn of a
knob selects any of 119 user resonalized
presets or one of 8 factory presets.

The Symetrix optional RC -1
remote enables eleven presets and
includes a bypass
function. All with only a
touch of a single button.

The 628 is a
transformerless
& capacitorless mic preamp.
Filters in the 628 eliminate RF interference
and features like the switchable 15 dB pad,
which prevents microphone melt downs are
essential for quality end results.

Along with easy plug to play operation,
independent metering process functions,
microphone & line level outputs.The 628
provides AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital outputs.
As well as 20 bit A/D & D/A converters.
The 628's parametric approach to
equalization allows cuts & boost exactly
where needed and provides sound signal

processing every professional
demands!

Better yet the 628 with
onboard de-esser, expander/
gate, compressor and

processing power
takes up only one rack space! Intervention &
independence... that's what the Symetrix 628
Digital Voice Processor is all about. So go have
your coffee!

Harris Corporation
Broadcast Division
U.S.: 1-800-622-0022

Fax: 765-966-0623

http://www.broadcast.harris.com

HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions
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A NEW WORLD OF RADIO BROADCAST SOLUTIONS

100% Market Share.

Radio Transmitter Manufacturing Capital
Chooses Harris.

Broadcasters understand the signifi-
cance of 100% market share. It's often
pursued and rarely achieved. It means
that you know your customer's needs...
Your quality standards are extremely
high...And, you are ahead of the com-
petition by leaps and bounds.

Quincy, Illinois is the world capital
for radio broadcast transmitter
manufacturing. It's also a place where
you can go across town to check out a
company's quality standards and demo
new products before making a buying
decision.

With this convenience easily at hand,
all radio broadcasters in Quincy have
chosen Harris transmitters- hands
down. In addition, nineteen other
Harris transmitters are the choice in the
local Hannibal, MO and Keokuk, IA
areas.

All of Harris' transmitters are manu-
factured under strict ISO 9001 quality
control standards which means we take
great pride in the products we deliver
to our customers. In addition to this,

we support all of our product lines with
a 24 -hour service number so you can
call anytime day or night. We are a
total solutions supplier who can update
or completely renovate your radio
studio facility from beginning to end-
or supply anything in between.

This is what you get when you deal
with a company that has been in the

Most recent world firsts in
radio broadcast

1987: Harris introduces Digital
Amplitude Modulation technology used
in DX series medium wave broadcast
transmitters.
1991: Harris demonstrates prototype
digital FM exciter
1993: Harris introduces DIGIT, world's
first digital FM exciter

 1994: Harris introduces AES2 input
module which allows DIGIT to directly
accept digital studio standard audio
1996: Harris introduces Platinum Z FM
transmitter and DIGIT CD digital FM exciter
1997: Harris introduces world's first
uncompressed digital 950 MHz STL

radio broadcast industry for over 75
years- longer than any other U.S.
radio transmitter manufacturer.

When it comes to choosing the best
quality, value, and service, it all boils
down to one simple fact that Quincy
engineers have come to realize: There's
a big difference between ordinary and
extraordinary which can also be the
difference between 0 and 100% market
share.

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION

U.S. and Canada:
TEL:+ 1 217 222-8200
FAX:+1 217 224-1439

Elsewhere
TEL:+1 217 222-8290
FAX:+1 217 224-2764

http://www.broadcast.harris.com

M HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions

01998 Harris Corp.
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Architectural
Acoustics:

A primer for radio studios
By Richard Schrag

The basic elements of acoustical design
become essential concepts when they
apply to spaces where radio is made.

The technical spaces in a radio station have unique requirements for sound isolation, noise
control and interior acoustics. (WBUR. Boston)

There are always hot top-
ics in the world of radio
engineering. Often they
center around electronic

technology, whether it be the latest
digital console, the most clever use of
RBDS, or the slickest new audio ed-
iting/storage system. But let's face it,
they almost never have anything to
do with the physical space that com-
prises the radio station.
As new technologies come and go,

and sometimes radically change the
way we do our work, radio studios -
the rooms in which this work is
created - have fundamentally in-
variant needs: audio program is gen-
erated (by musicians, people speak-
ing, a CD player, a satellite feed or
some other source) and one or more
human beings manipulate an elabo-
rate assemblage of electronic equip-
ment in such a way that this signal can
be transmitted (with any luck) to a

listening audience. Basically, no mat-
ter what new toys you put into them,
these rooms always work in more or
less the same way.

Still, radio studios are unique spac-
es. In most kinds of architecture, the
interior environment is constructed
for a specific activity, and giving it a
place to happen. Radio studios take it
a step further in that the rooms them-
selves become part of that activity, an
integral part of the broadcast signal.
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Specialized construction components are r3iiired to provide adequate sounc
isolation between rooms (doors and windows;. and appropriate interior acoustics
(absorptive wall and ceiling finishes). (NPR. Washington. D.C.)

In radio, the room around you is just
as much a tool as is a microphone, a
console or a piece of processing
equipment. Just as the quality of light
in a painter's studio or a museum is
crucial to creating or viewing a work
of art, the quality of acoustics in a
radio studio dramatically affects the
capture and manipulation of an aural
experience.

So even if the same old issues of
architectural acoustics are sometimes
overshadowed by much sexier cur-
rent topics, it's still important to un-
derstand the basics. That way, at least
you'll know what's involved in mak-
ing sure you have a room that's
sonically worthy to house that new
digital audio workstation or the latest
near -field speaker.

The big three
The subject of architectural acous-

tics is generally considered to cov-
er three primary areas: sound isola-
tion; noise and vibration control;
and room acoustics.

Essentially, one involves keeping
sound where it belongs, one involves
getting rid of sound you don't want,
and one involves making the sound
you do want behave itself.

Sound isolation
The first concept has to do with

making sure that sound energy from

one activity doesn't disturb another
activity. Every aspect of a room's
construction - walls, ceiling, floor,
doors, windows, ductwork, piping
and many others - plays a part in

4 0

e 25

a

20

7.E

M 15

determining how well that room is
isolated from its surroundings.

Most of the time sound isolation is
a matter of keeping out unwanted
sound, be it people talking in the
hall just outside the door or an
airplane flying over on final ap-
proach. When a room must have a
background noise level quiet
enough to enable critical recording
or listening, a whole host of noise
sources (constant or transient, trans-
mitted through the air or through
the structure, originating from in-
side or outside the building) can
potentially disturb those activities
to the point that the room is unus-
able. At the same time, particularly
in a radio studio where multiple
rooms often operate simultaneous -
I . the noise a room generates when
it's working must be contained so
that other nearby functions are sim-
ilarly undisturbed.

While sound isolation properties
are governed by rather well-be-
haved principles of acoustical phys-
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Hien 1. In sound isolation construction. every penet-ation is critical. Even armor
leaks can significantly degrade acoustical performance.
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Architectural Acoustics:
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Figure 2. Adding airspace to a partition can improve sound transmission loss even more than doubling the surface weight. (a
partition at 301b/W: (b) 12" partition at 601b/W: (c) 12" partition with an airspace between two 151b/tt? layers.

ics (see "The basics of sound isola-
tion," p. 50), the myriad paths sound
can take in getting from one place
to another makes this one of the
most treacherous, but nonetheless
crucial, aspects of broadcast studio
design.

Noise and vibration control
Just as maintaining a high enough

signal-to-noise ratio is paramount
goal throughout the audio elec-
tronic chain, the acoustical envi-
ronment for recording or listening
must be quiet enough that the sub-
tleties of the audio program can be
clearly differentiated from the am-
bient background noise. While ap-
propriate sound isolation measures
keep out unwanted sound, noise

See why Norsat is
making waves with
its new low cost PLL LNB.

and vibration control usually refers
to managing the systems that are
essential to the operation of the
room or the facility, but which
might cause a disturbance at the
same time.

In many cases, the most prevalent
source of noise and vibration is all too
obvious: the heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning (HVAC) sys-

Norsat introduces the next wave in LNBs. Norsat's new low cost serf of C and Ku -band PLL LNBs offers
superior phase noise performance combined with reduced costs making his r_ew line of LNBs ideally suited for
many digital audio and data applications. They are available in a wide selection of C and Ku -band frequencies for
installation around the world and L.O. stability options range from ± 75 1.11z to -±150 kHz.

Contact your Norsat representative for quotations on custom produzs for your specific application. For next
day delivery of all your commercial LNB needs, contact your local distribLbr or Norsat today.

111
RSAT

The people you think offirst.
Contact Norsat at:

#302-12886 78th Avenue, Surrey. British Columbia, Canada V3W 8E7
Canada  Tel 1-604-597-6203  Fax 1-604-53:-6214

Internet: www.norsat.com E-mail: infoigncrat.ccm
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Rack Radio

SOLUTI S FO
AC:ANSI:6

IN illISTRY.

Flexibility Consolidation

Path Analysis Codecs

Exciters

Operating
Costs

Redundancy

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom
Or (211) 224-9600

Lightning

Consulting

Voice Tracking

Clustering

Metworkinz

Satellite

Music Fo-_-mats

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radiolbe BE emblem is a registered trademark of Broadcast ElectrobicS, kg.
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Q: When do professional sound engineers
choose the DPA4060?
A: When the job calls for microphones
that are to be heard, not seen and deliver
accurate, lifelike results.

Fred Aldous,
MultipleSports Emm
award winner:
"I used the DPA4060 for
the 1997 NBA Basketball

Playoffs, in the "swish"

position. The high sensi-
tivity. broad dynamic range

and gain before feedback of

the DPA4060, improved the
quality of the broadcast and

made my mixinng more enjoy-
able. The sound was sweet
and natural, and required very
little equalization, and did not
distort on shots that firmly hit
the rim, incredible. I also use

the DPA4060's for NFL Footba
The mics are positioned on the 11111`
field umpires due to their proximity to the action.
The quality of the DPA4060 Miniature Microphone

ensure the sound of the players calling audibles. the

line exploding on the snap and the crunch of body
bending tackles are captured true to life. We are
able to then transport our audience from their
living rooms to the live venue,"

The Miniature Microphones from DPA
20Hz - 20 kHz ±2dB - 5.4mm capsule - 3 models with
three different sensitivities - 3 color options -
Adapters that will fit most wireless systems.
Optimized towards humidity problems.

The sound, the price, too hard to believe - demo not
really needed. Listen to what the Pros are saying

40,Danish Pro Audio Vie
World-wide Supplier of Briiel & Kjaer
Microphones
North American Distribution: T.G.I. North America, Inc
300 Gage Ave.. #1  Kitchener, ON. Canada N2M 2C8

(519) 745-1158  Toll Free Fax Order Hotline: (800) 525-7081

Website www danishproaudio com

Architectural Acoustics:
tems. Broadcast equipment creates
extensive heat loads with stringent
cooling requirements, so mechani-
cal engineers dutifully design sys-
tems that can provide a high vol-
ume of air to keep the occupants
and the equipinent happy. All that
air must be churned out by a fan,
rushing through the ducts above
the ceiling to where it blows out of
the diffusers above our heads. Un-
less special precautions are taken,
it is likely to create turbulence along

the way, carrying with it the result-
ing rumble, roar, whistle or hiss. If
they're going to he sufficiently qui-
et, HVAC systems must have air-
flow that is smooth, low -velocity
and free from abrupt changes in
direction or speed.

Another source of noise and vibra-
tion within acoustically sensitive ra-
dio spaces is the electronic equip-
ment itself. With the proliferation of
memory -intensive processing gear,
there is a greater need than ever

The basics of sound isolation
The physics of sound isolation

can be fairly complex, but they
stem from a few fundamental prin-
ciples. The following concepts re-
fer to a simple partition, such as a
wall between rooms, and can be
extended to similar conditions such
as roof/ceiling assemblies.

 Mass: Far and away the domi-
nant parameter in stopping sound
transmission through a partition is
mass. Increase the mass and you
will increase the amount of sound
attenuation by the partition. For
the most part, it doesn't much
matter what materials you use (al-
though stiffness and damping do
play secondary roles), so an inch
of concrete at 12016s/ft' (101bs/ft,
total) is roughly equivalent to four
layers of 5/8" drywall at 2.51bs/ft2
each.

 Airspace: With mass alone,
transmission loss increases only
six dB per doubling, so you quick-
ly reach a point of dimirishing
returns. To achieve significantly
better sound isolation properties,
two layers with some separation
between them is required.Amass-
airspace-mass configuration is the
most effective assembly for broad-
band attenuation. [See Figure 21

Additionally, sound absorption in
the cavity assists in maximizing
attenuation.

 Decoupling:The way in which
the two faces of the partition are
attached is critical to the overall
sound transmission loss perfor-
mance. If both are screwed to com-
mon metal stud framing, some of

the incident sound will be trans-
mitted directly through the sup-
porting structure to the other side.
Making the two sides independent
from each other gives far superior
results, since the intervening air-
space is much less efficient than
rigid metal at transferring sound
energy to the opposite face.

 Penetrations:It is essential that
a partition be completely sealed at
all penetrations. Even a minor leak
comprising 0.1% of the total sur-
face area can reduce a transmis-
sion loss of 50dB wall by more
than 20dB. [See Figure 11

 Flanking paths: The best parti-
tion in the world can't provide
adequate acoustical isolation if
sound can travel through a com-
mon floor slab from one room to
the next, if there is ductwork di-
rectly connecting them, or if the
wall extends only six inches above
the ceiling. All paths by which
sound or vibration can travel from
one space to another must be ad-
dressed to ensure that the desired
overall performance is maintained.

 Balance: A partition is only as
good as its weakest component, so
there's no benefit to building a su-
perior wall if there's a door or win-
dow in it that doesn't have an air-
tight seal. The sound isolation of a
room depends on the combined
performance of the walls, ceiling,
floor, doors and windows, duct-
work and all other building compo-
nents, so each of them should be
designed to contribute a compara-
ble degree of sound isolation.
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Conhapi
EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
MP -1 1 600W -3.3 $250
MP -2 2 800W 0 $680
MP -3 3 800W 1.4 $980
MP -4 4 800W 3.3 $1,280
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3 $1,820
MP -3-5 5 3,000W 4.1 $2,270

6 3,000W 5.2 $2,740

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,030W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3,150

6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

It
/MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3 $690
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0 $2,690
SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4 $3,595
SGP-4 4 10.000W 3.3 $4,500
SGP-5 5 10.000\V 4.1 $5,300
SGP-6 6 10.000W 5.2 $6,100

OMB also Ma
FM transmitters
TV transmitters
FM and TV Links
TV antennas
Medium power FM antennas

IleCtOrS
m Free ,nlo Care

a

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA



The Perfect Mixer for your CODEC

RemoteMix 3x4
Multi -Line Hybrid Mixer JK Audio, Inc.

01 01 O1

New
in 98

J K AuditfrRemote
Broadcast Gear

800-JK Audio 815-786-2929 www.jkaudio.com
800-552-8346 Fax: 815-786-8502
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Over 25,000 units
in use worldwide!
Get Matchbox 11 to convert "consumer" (RCA and
mini -jack) audio inputs and outputs to "600 ohm"
balanced lines at +4dbm professional levels. Eliminate
the hum, buzz, and distortion caused by mismatched
levels and impedances! Gold plated connectors and
direct -coupled, active circuitry yield superb audio
performance. Over 25,000 units in use worldwide!

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Drive
Sierra Madre. CA 91024 USA
TEL (626) 355-3656 FAX (626) 355-0077
FAX -on -Demand Doc a120 (626) 355-4210

http://www.henryeng.com

EE HENRY
ENGINEERING

We Build Solutirms.

Architectural
Acoustics:
before to get the CPUs, hard drives, and most fan -cooled
equipment out of the critical rooms.
While the HVAC systems and the broadcast equipment

are an almost universal concern, other sources of noise
and vibration shouldn't be overlooked. Transformers and
other electrical switchgear can contribute significant
structure -borne energy, and plumbing noise can be
equally pervasive. Elevators, exhaust systems, and
other building infrastructure equipment must be con-
sidered as well.

Room acoustics
The third basic aspect of architectural acoustics has to do

with how sound behaves within an enclosed space. For
a radio studio, we're interested in creating an appropriate
acoustical environment for recording, evaluating, manip-
ulating, or even listening to audio program.

As sound is generated by a "live" source or a monitor
loudspeaker and subsequently bounces around the
room at 1130 feet per second, each time the sound hits
some surface within the room the energy will be to a
greater or lesser degree reflected or absorbed, de-
pending on the surface material and its orientation to

Nonetheless, by carefully selecting the
amount and location of the room's

construction materials and finishes, it's
possible to give the room an acoustical

character that is tailored to what
goes on inside.

the incident sound. Additionally, the portion that is
reflected can be specular (that is, directed from the
surface at an angle that mirrors the angle of incidence),
diffuse (spread out in many different directions) or
anything in between. Add to this the directivity of the
source, air absorption, the fact that every parameter of
acoustical behavior varies with frequency, and the
geometrical implications of a three-dimensional space,
and it's not hard to understand why the sound that
eventually finds its way to a microphone or someone's
ears is exceedingly complex. Nonetheless, by careful-
ly selecting the amount and location of the room's
construction materials and finishes, it's possible to
give the room an acoustical character that is tailored to
what goes on inside.

On the one hand, creating a good acoustical environ-
ment means avoiding specific types of problems, such
as flutter echo (repeated reflections set up between
opposite parallel planar surfaces), pronounced reso-
nances, or frequency convolutions resulting from
combinations of reflections. On the other hand, good
acoustics means enhancing positive characteristics,
such as the evenness of the frequency response, the
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SATISFY
YOUR TASTE FO

THE BE

Known throtr_073ut the world as the best
performing, m= at reliable FM transmitters
available, Ccntinental's 816R Series
combines su:e:ior desizn and audio quali:y
with exceptim:_l workmanship t: give
broadcasters ar_ unmatched, field -proven
record.

The 816R SE ries comes in power levels from
10 to 70 kWs. kvailab e as an option is an
internal comic and mjnitoring unit whicl-
tracks trends, stores data and provIdes an
exact visual :e_tplica of :he transmi:ter's
control panel.

STANDARD FEATURES

Solid -State IPA ExclusIv"Soft-Startn"" Protection Circuit
Internal Harmonic Filter Broad ca:_ Quarter Wave Cavity
Automatic Power Level Control Totally Self -Contained In a Single Cabinet
Automatic Filament Voltage Regulation

For over 50 years, Continental Electronics has provided excellence in br-xc:;ast tranEmission prod icts worldwide
Refuse to compromise... call Continer-1 -irst!

Cont2n.LataL CiLdtk>situa. C
PO BOX 270879  DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0879  2'4-381-7-161  FAX. 214-381-3250

800-733-5011
Visit web site - http-//www contelac com fr S.7 -18
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Architectural Acoustics:
uniformity of the spatial response,
and the quality of the temporal re-
sponse.

So, what's so special about
radio?

So far, these acoustical fundamen-
tals apply to any space - office,
concert hall, or bus terminal. Howev-
er, radio studios are an exceptional
case. They contain several different
kinds of spaces that each have exact-
ing requirements in all areas of archi-

tectural acoustics.
Terminology is far from standard

in this industry. For one station the
term "studio" might refer to the
entire physical plant; for another it
might mean the room with a con-
sole and an operator; and for a
third it's any space that has live
microphones and voice talent or
musicians. We'll employ the latter
definition here, recognizing that
these are the rooms with arguably
the most stringent acoustical de -

o SeC0,6 te s
4 so be 0

Consolidation 98Zo°17A 4°D,g9t9

4,03

Multi -Studio?
You can have it all at your fingertips

1.,'imalel- a

llaan
1.6\ i\la n.2,\ s

iai

, 2 , 3 4 l't 2 ik0. 1_ ...0,_

Talkshow Concepts
 Integrated Software & Hardware
 No Extra Monitor or Computer to Buy
 Intuitive Screener Host Transfers
 Display for Time on Hold. Time on Air
 Keyboard Input on each Work Surface
 Take your show on the road!

lin

Keyboard Concepts
 Single Key per Function
 LED for each Function
 Super -fast Operation
 User Definable Action Keys
 User Friendly Design
 No Function Sequences

Network your Studios and share phone lines to
reduce costs without sacrificing line integrity.

The talkshow is integrated into the
system and so is the display.

Fast, slick operation that you can
even take on the road.

Take control of your phones! CALL:

Broadcast Telephone Systems

r e
email
web

info@innovadev.corri 1-888-890-7424www.innovadev.com

Innovative Devices, Inc.

mands of any in a broadcast facility.
 Studios: Spaces with live micro-

phones naturally require excellent
sound isolation and noise/vibration
control, especially when the source is
distant from the microphone or has
wide dynamic range.

In addition, studios demand an
interior acoustical environment that
is well suited to the type of sound
to be recorded or broadcast. For
music, this ranges from a perfor-
mance with mostly MIDI and direct
instruments to one with multiple
acoustic instruments or singers. For
voice. a news broadcast or call -in

As you add stereo
requirements, then

surround, then additional
persons (a director or

producer) who need to hear
an accurate representation
of the broadcast signal, the
configuration of this room

becomes a significant
acoustical challenge.

show with a single host is quite
different from a talk show with
multiple hosts and guests. For both
musical and voice applications, the
need for low background noise
levels and proper room acoustics
becomes more critical as the num-
ber of sources and/or live micro-
phones increases.

 Control Rooms: Acoustically, a
control room is primarily a space for
monitoring audio program for broad-
cast. At its simplest, this involves a
single operator with control surfaces
and audio monitoring equipment.
However, as you add stereo require-
ments, then surround, then addition-
al persons (a director or producer)
who need to hear an accurate repre-
sentation of the broadcast signal, the
configuration of this room becomes a
significant acoustical challenge. (See
"Perils of the monitoring environ-
ment," p. 56.)

Beyond that, control room activities
may entail live microphones for com-
bo -style operation, interviews or even
musical performance. If so, the noise
levels and room acoustics may be just
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as critical as in a studio, except that in
the control room you've also got to
contend with the equipment: its phys-
ical size, acoustically reflective sur-
faces, and the noise it creates.

 Production and editing rooms:
Production rooms are similar to
broadcast control rooms, except
that they may rarely be called upon
for live broadcast. The good news
is that some of the equipment,
control surfaces and ergonomic
relationships are less constrained
than in an on -air room, so generally
a few more concessions can be

it becomes that much noisier. As a
result, it is increasingly important to
get the brains of the equipment (CPUs
and hard drives) out of the critical
monitoring and recording spaces.
leaving only the control surfaces (key-
boards and monitors) behind with
the operators. This allows the most
finicky equipment to reside in a clean-
er environment with more stable air
conditioning. However, it also means
that the studio layout must carefully
address the relationship of the equip-
ment rooms to the rest of the techni-
cal spaces.

Careful room shaping can dlIUW good sightlines between a
control room and studio while still maintaining an opti-
mum monitoring environment. (NPR. Washington, D.C.)

made to accurate audio monitor-
ing. At the same time, unless the
room will be used for only the most
rudimentary editing, a more pris-
tine acoustical environment is war-
ranted. "Do I have signal?" may be
the primary concern in a broadcast
control room, but production rooms
suggest an environment where
more exacting sonic judgments will
be made.

 Equipment rooms:As seemingly
every type of audio equipment takes
on more and more processing power,

Design issues
When the various

principles of architec-
tural acoustics are
applied to the special
requirements of the
different types of tech-
nical spaces within a
radio station, the re-
sulting design issues
can be very complex.
If these rooms are
to be architecturally.
ergonomically and
acoustically success-
ful, a great many fac-
tors must be ad-
dressed, starting with
the basic configura-
tion of the enclosed
space.

 Size: If, accord-
ing to a popular max-
im, the three most
important things in
real estate are "loca-
tion, location and
location," then the

three most important things in room
acoustics may very well be "vol-
ume, volume and volume." No
amount of acoustical finishes can
overcome the sonic limitations of a
room that is too small.

In the case of a monitoring environ-
ment, insufficient volume limits the
ability to accurately reproduce low -
frequency information. The loud-
speakers can generate the energy,
but if the room can't handle well-
behaved propagation of that energy
because the boundaries are too close

THE FIRST INNOVATION

IN FY ANTENNAS

IV 10 VMS,

See ACI for CQIT!
Ente- 11011000 for
QUALITY results.

Don't miss
your chance to play at
www.antennaconcepts.com
Then visit us at NAB98

LVCC Booth 6960 to
see if you've won!

It's a Duesy!
VW

ANTENNA CONCEPTS INC.

6601C Merchandise Way
Diamond Springs, CA 95619

A Tel: (530) 621-2015 A
A Fax: (530) 622-3274 A

A www.antennaconcepts.com A
A E-mail: sales@antennaconcepts.com A
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Architectural Acoustics:
Problem:

I have a

duopoly.
I need
back-up
transmitters
for my
stations:

Solution:
Don't buy two transmitters -

buy ONE!

Our Legend Series, Solid State,
FM transmitters are Frequency
Agile and Broadband. Your
engineer can instantly tune one to
any frequency!

We've designed the Legend Series
to ensure long transistors life with
"wind tunnel" cooling & brute force
power supplies.

Legend Transmitters make perfect
main transmitters too!

Available from 1KW - 11KW

Two or more stations:
One back-up transmitter.

GREAT IDEA!

Great Products
Great Solutions!

'The Transmitter People-

=1*-- Energy Unix
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

PO BOX 801 1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie. NY 12184

Phone 518-758-1690
Fax 518-758-1476

energy-onix @ energy-onix.com

to the source or the listeners, the
apparent spectral balance will be
unreliable and the uniformity of the
room's response for persons at differ-
ent locations will be lost.

For a recording space, unless low -
frequency energy has sufficient vol-
ume in which to develop, it can easily
overwhelm the room. In addition, the
cues by which we identify a room's
size, shape and character are all tied
to subtle reflections of sound. It's

very difficult to successfully conceal
the size of a too -small studio.

 Dimensions: A popular mis-
conception is that by selecting the
right dimensions, you can eliminate
room modes. In reality, any time you
enclose a volume of air, the dimen-
sions of that room correspond to
some set of "modes" which support
standing waves at various frequen-
cies. What you can do by choosing
appropriate room dimensions is to

Perils of the
monitoring environment

It seems easy enough: you play
an audio signal through a loud-
speaker, and listen to it. No, wait,
this is stereo, so it's a pair of loud-
speakers, and now you and both
speakers need to be essentially
equidistant from each other. (Sur-
round, of course, is another can of
worms entirely.) Plus, in order to
maintain accurate sound repro-
duction and stereo image, the loud-
speakers should be slightly up from
the horizon, but no more than
about 15 degrees up. (In other
words, monitors hanging way up
next to the ceiling are a bad idea.)

Presumably you're not in the mid-
dle of a cornfield, so you also have
to consider what the room bound-
aries do to the sound from your
loudspeakers. Bilateral (left -right)
symmetry is essential for stereo or
surround monitoring, and applies
to everything from the room geom-
etry to the location and extent of
finish materials to the placemeit of
the doors and windows. In addi-
tion, the relationship of the monitor
loudspeakers to the room's walls
and your distance from them (i.e.
soffit -mounted vs. mid -field vs. rear -
field speakers) greatly affects the
way they energize the room and
interact with the nearby surfa:es.
In an ideal situation, you can cpti-
mize the room geometry to di-ect
all primary sound reflections away
from the listening areas, so that the
monitor sound can be heard in a
reasonably unadulterated form.And
then there's the ceiling: the sane

concepts that define the room's
walls can be applied to the geom-
etry, height and finishes of the over-
head surfaces.

Unfortunately, after your moni-
toring setup is perfect, you might
have to bring in equipment other
than your speakers. That pesky
console is usually the culprit in
creating a major reflection into the
operator's ears, so it is imperative
that the relationship of the moni-
tors to the console be carefully
considered. Console surfaces should
be kept as low as possible: those
10RU turrets on each corner of the
work surface with the solid plexi-
glass copy stand between them
are a sure recipe for acoustical
problems. Similarly, a full -height
equipment rack almost anywhere
in the control room (especially if
it's a foot behind the operator's
ears) represents a reflective sur-
face that is certain to create sonic
anomalies.

What? There will be other peo-
ple in the room who have to listen,
too? First of all, tell them to be
quiet, then push the back wall out
another five or six feet so they're
not right up against it. Then go
about modifying the monitor spac-
ing, room finishes, equipment lay-
out, and everything else you've
done to establish a compromise
that makes everyone happy.

And all you wanted to do was to
see if that fire engine outside the
studio window made it onto the
news break...
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spread those modes out over the
audible spectrum to avoid overlap-
ping modes and prevent pronounced
resonances. The optimum ratios of a
room's dimensions are those that
yield the most uniform density of
modes across the audible spectrum.

Other considerations for overall
room dimensions include keeping
microphones and listeners' ears away
from the room's boundaries, where
"bass build-up" creates a low-fre-

You can have a room the
size of a football field, but

if it has an eight -foot
ceiling, acoustically that's
what you'll perceive as its

dominant attribute.

quency response that is misleading.
In an audio monitoring environment
it's also critical to maintain appropri-
ate relationships between the axial
and lateral dimensions as they re-
late to the configuration of the
operator and the monitor loud-
speakers. For example, wide but
shallow control rooms generally
don't sound very good.

Ceiling height is typically the limit-
ing room dimension in creating ap-
propriate interior acoustics, since the
smallest room axis governs its modal
characteristics. You can have a room
the size of a football field, but if it has
an eight -foot ceiling, acoustically that's
what you'll perceive as its dominant
attribute.

 Shape: The geometry of an en-
closed space is key to creating the
desired interior acoustical character-
istics. Proper finishes can enhance
the acoustics of a suitable shell, but
cannot undo the effects of poor choic-
es in the basic room shape.

One of the first goals is to limit
audible anomalies such as flutter echo
by eliminating opposing parallel sur-
faces that are acoustically bard (that
is, reflective to sound). Non -parallel
walls are a hallmark of traditional
acoustical design, and rightly so. Make
sure, however, that the angle be-
tween surfaces is sufficient to do the
job. To be effective over a reasonably

wide bandwidth, splayed walls should
be at least 12 degrees out of parallel.
Be aware that the benefit of this
approach disappears as the frequen-
cy decreases.

In a similar vein, be cautious in
using angled glass in acoustical win-
dows. This is one of the myths of
traditional studio design because the
angle is usually too small to improve
transmission loss at low frequencies
where it's needed most. In addition,
angling the glass generally doesn't

eliminate reflections into nearby mi-
crophones, it just moves the point of
reflection to a different spot on the
glass.

If implemented properly. non -par-
allel geometry enhances the acousti-
cal environment by increasing the
complexity of sound reflections (in
time) and stabilizing the density of
room modes (in frequency). It can
also be instrumental in creating an
area of optimum audio monitoring
that, by virtue of the room's geome-

ready for

ct-6-timers'
Stick-on/Desktop/or Wall Model
Every inexpensive model functions
as a clock/timer or slave display
Use stand-alone or build a complete system
with master clock or GPS syrichrolization.
Now available to work with
your ESE clock systems

CYMri 'MOPS .
601 Heim Dove  Budge! o I, N1 081114 0458

609 467 8000 voice  609 467 3044 Icix  www
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Architectural Acoustics:

By keeping the console equipment below the ears, detrimental sound
reflections are minimized. (WBUR, Boston)

try, is tree from sound reflections that
would otherwise convolute the sound
emanating from the monitor loud-
speakers.

 Finishes: Given a room of ap-
propriate size, shape and overall
dimensions, it is the surface finish-
es which provide an opportunity to
fine-tune the acoustical response and
create a particular sonic environment.
The most widely used tool for this
purpose is sound absorption, pre-
dominantly in the form of fibrous
materials covered with aesthetical-
ly acceptable facings.
The location, type and amount of

acoustical absorption generally has
to satisfy two primary goals: first, to
create an overall room environment
that is pleasant for the occupants and
a suitable background for any record-
ed sound; and second, to address
specific reflection paths that can af-
fect the room function.

Reflections from surfaces near a
source of sound combine with the
sound that travels directly from that
source to the receiver (the listener or
microphone). Because the path
lengths are slightly different for the
two sounds, at some frequencies the
perceived level will be augmented,
and at others it will be greatly dimin-
ished. The "comb filtering" that re-

sults from this constructive and de-
structive interference can drastically
affect the tonal characteristics of the
original sound. When the source is an
audio monitor, the accuracy of repro-
duction suffers; when the source is a
musician or talker, the naturalness of
the recorded signal suffers.

Since windows and doors represent
room surfaces that cannot easily be
covered with absorptive finishes, their
placement within the space is critical,
and can significantly affect the overall
room sound, as well as the effects of
local interactions.

Acoustical diffusion is another de-
sirable characteristic that can be en-
hanced by the proper selection of
finishes and their placement. In addi-
tion to prefabricated products that
are designed specifically for this pur-
pose, diffusion can be achieved
through the complexity of the room's
geometry and the appropriate place-
ment of materials with different ab-
sorptive properties.

In light of the potential problems
that come from unwanted sound re-
flections, it might be tempting to
suggest a completely non -reverber-
ant, or anechoic, environment for
radio control spaces. The problem
with this approach, however, is that
while it may be possible to create

ideal listening conditions for a single
operator in one ideal position, real -
world operators need the freedom to
move in order to run the equipment,
and often others in the room need to
hear just as much as the primary
operator.

Clearly, the issues that comprise
architectural acoustics are fundamen-
tal to the operation of the technical
spaces in a radio station. If the design
of these spaces includes proper at-
tention to acoustical concepts, the
result can be rooms that are quiet
enough, isolated from each other,
and with interior acoustical environ-
ments that allow quality radio pro-
gramming to be created within.

Richard Schrag is a consultant with Russ
Berger Design Group, Dallas, TX, a design
firm specializing in recording and broadcast
studios.

Photos courtesy Russ Berger Design Group
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The online version of radio's technology magazine.

 Online Daily.
BE Radio has teamed up with our sister publication, Broadcast Engineering to bring you the NAB
Online Daily. You'll find the link to get there on the home page. All the news at NAB will be posted
as it happens, so whether you're at the show or still at home, stay in touch with everything that
happens at NAB98, including the first glimpse of the BE Radio NAB98 Pick Hits.

 Take part in the radio survey.
Every month, BE Radio will conduct a survey pertaining to an issue of interest to the radio broadcast
industry. The results of the survey will be published in the follow_ng month's issue of BE Radio. Take
the survey online and then see the results here. The April survey covers the topic of DAB.

 Do you have an on -air or production facility that is a showcase?
Tell us about it. The Studio Spotlight looks at a new facility every month wi:h images and a descrip-
tion of the site. We are looking for facilities to show. Look online for the de:ails, or contact us:

e-mail beradio@intertec.com  fax (913) 967-1905

Modulation Monitors

Digital STL / TSL Systems

Low Power Transmitters

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com

For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751

Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web Site: http.//www.gei-broadcast.com
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sor control allows

Wireless mic system
Telex

USR-100: 100 -channel ca-
pable, microprocessor -con-
trolled system is designed to
offer maximum frequency

flexibility and sonic quality for roving
production situations and news gathering; microproces-
automatic self -tuning of exact factory -set frequency

information, enabling full retention and recall of those settings and maintain-
ing frequency specific accuracy, thereby minimizing interference; Dual
Squelch is performed by a Tone Coded Squelch on the little -used tone
frequency of 31.250kHz coupled with an RSSI Amplitude Squelch.

612-884-4051; fax 612-884-0043; www.telex.com
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Digital audio recorder
Maycom

Easycorder: all frequently
used functions are within di-
rect reach and all settings and
actions performed by the user
are permanently visible on a
large, illuminated liquid crys-
tal display; FIFO recording
enables the unit to start re-
cording before the record but-
ton is actually pushed; bat-
tery pack offers more than four hours of operational recording time;
system" keeps track of individual battery statistics, providing a precise
indication of the remaining capacity.

+31 481-377740; fax +31 481477380: e-mail sales@maycom.nl; www.maycom.n1
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RF/Microwave probes
Holaday Industries
111-4455 Electric Field & HI -4457 Magnetic Field probes: complements to
the HI -4000 series of probes and meters are customer selectable and config-
urable probe/meter combinations providing flexibility for detection within all types
of RF/electromagnetic fields; HI -4457 offers magnetic field detection and measure-
ment between 10MHz and 1GHz.

612-934-4920; fax 6112-934-3604: e-mail holaday@holadayinc.com:
www.holadayinc.com
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Catalog
Canare

A Catalog 9:
line of audio
including cable, reels, connectors,
bulkhead panels, snake systems,
specialty tooling and related acces-
sories; features detailed technical
product specifications.

818-365-2446: fax 818-365-0479;
www.canare.com
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Powered mixer
EVI Audio

PSX2000: offers a 1000W amplifier (500W/
channel at 411) and internal limiters that

prevent clipping; switchable feedback
filter is included on the aux 3/

monitor section; also includes a
two separate, easy-to-opci

ate 18 -bit stereo digital sig-
nal processors, each with 100

presets featuring reverb, echo, plate, delay, chorus and flange
effects, including multiple effect presets.

800-234-6831; fax 616-695-1304; www.electrovoice.com
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covers Canare's full
broadcast products,
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New Products

Digital audio mic cable
Gepco International
10.5522M: son-
ically transpar-
ent in remote
applications,
cable consists
of two twisted
2 2 -gauge
(19x34) finely
stranded, tinned -copper conductors, with the addition
of a 22 -gauge (7x30) tinned -copper drain wile for
quick and easy assembly; conductors are insulated
with a low -density polyethylene dielectric for superior
performance.

312-733-9555: 312-733-6416: e-mail gepco@gepco.com:
www.gepco.com
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Rack enclosures
Middle Atlantic Products
V MRK series: has been enhanced with more usable space
inside; built expressly for large-scale, multi -bay installations,
each fully welded model offers a 1000lb weight capacity, 14 -
gauge steel tops and bottoms, 16 -gauge steel sides, and an
11 -gauge thickness where rail brack-
ets are welded to the sides; wide -

faced rack rails mount in low -profile
rail brackets along the outer edges of
each rack's inner confines.

973-839-1011
Circle (206) on Free Info Card

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas, ranging
from educational series
to multi -station antenna
arrays, are highly
customized to meet
broadcaster's needs.

Options
*Circular, horizontal,

or vertical polarization
 Beam tilt
 Null fill
 Customized

directional patterns

di& 4i2Ak iigN
8111.0 %BO LUIS

ifr"11-11-ntr-
1111 "41 1 I' es fl

grits 11
ou- Atli-MAAL NLOM,W. sew 
IMP 11W VW

Antennas and Transmission Line Syscems

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.O. Box 856, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814-472-5436 FAX 1-814472-5552
Sales: 800-279-3326
E -Mail: swr@third-wave.com
http://homepage.third-wave.eorn/swrweb

The FM10
Series

14C. Our Priority is
Your Satisfaction

Circle (39) on Free Info ward See us at NAB Booth 5909

Sound judgement

The best sounding, most reliable digital audio
systems use Digigram sound cards. Does yours?

DNI-- Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevardi 4iotne.1.04(-11470A3r1 i8ngo9ni0V0A.2F2a2x01

+1.703.875.9161

0 Web: httn://www.digigram.com

4
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NAB Radio Board election results announced
The National Association of Broadcasters announced

the final results of the 1998 Radio Board elections. The
terms for the newly elected will begin in June, 1998.

 District 2
(I) William O'Shaughnessy, president, WRTN/WVOX,

New Rochelle, NY

National Association of

BROADCASTERS®

 District 4
(I) J. William Poole,

general manager,
WFLS-FM, Freder-
icksburg, VA
 District 6
(I) William Mc-

Elveen, president,
WTCB/WOMG/
WISW, Columbia, SC

 District 8
(I) Stephen C. Davenport, president, WTCD/ViTYMX/

WKXG/WFMN, Telesouth Communications, Jackson, MS
 District 10
John Dille, president/owner, WTRC-AM, Federated

Media, Elkhart, IN

WM1E11=1=1111

I
The RF People

Silicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

'Harris
announces
relocation

Harris Corporation's Broadcast Division announced
that it will relocate its studio products business to
northern Cincinnati, where construction of the
Broadcast Division's new world headquarters is
already urderway. Harris anticipates that its studio
business warehouse will move to the new location
by the end of June, 1999, while the other functions
- including sales, marketing and service - will
move by August, 1999.

The new headquarters will also house division
sales an marketing activities, radio and TV digital
engineering, and systems integration, as well as other
administrative and management functions.

As radio and TV take increasingly wide steps
toward fully digital signal paths, Harris has found it
necessary -.0 consolidate operations to better
accommodate its four rapidly converging product
lines: radic, studio, TV and systems. In doing so, the
company leaves two locations completely, the
Richmond, IN, and Florence, KY, facilities, and
another, Quincy, IL, for manufacturing only.

Call 800-986-9700
Fax 408-986-1438

NEW! B-2000 NEW!

2 KW FM POWER AMPLIFIER
up tO 2.4 KW for 10 W drive.

SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF AMPLIFIERS AT NAB 98, BOOTH RL3422
Circle (41) on Free Info Card

PHASETEK INC.
 CUSTOM AM/MW PHASING SYSTEMS AM/MW ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
 DIPLEXERS AND MULTIPLEXERS  DETUNING UNITS/UNIPOLE KITS

 COMPLETE LINE OF RF COMPONENTS

PHASETEK INC.
550 CALIFORNIA ROAD

UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, CONTACT:
hotam@phasetek com

 District 12
Jerry Zimmer, president, Zimmer

Radio Group, Cape Girardeau, MO
 District 14
(I) Mark Hedberg, general manag-

er, Hedberg Broadcasting, Mason
City, IA

 District 16
(I) Dick Maynard, owner, KSLF-

AM-FM/KEKB-FM/KBKL-FM, Grand
Junction, CO

 District 18
John Cullen, president, WACO, Gulf

Star Communications, Austin, TX
 District 20
Ron J. Davis, owner/GM, KBOW-

AM/KOPR-FM, Butte Broadcasting,
Butte, MT

 District 22
(I) Jerry Ryan, general manager,

KSEZ-FM/KOAZ-FM, Phoenix, AZ
 District 24
George Nicholaw, vice presi-

dent/GM, KNX, CBX, Inc., Los
Angeles, CA

(0 denotes incumbent
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Additionally, Peter Ferrara, senior
vice president, Clear Channel Com-
munications, has been appointed to
the Board and will represent District
7 (Florida, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands).

Ferrara is replacing Dean Good-
man, who resigned from the Board in
January, Ferrara's term will end in
Tune 1999.

Michigan show continues
to grow

Hie Michigan Association of
Broadcasters held the Great Lakes
Broadcasting Conference and Expo
on February 24 and 25 at the Lan-
sing Center in Lansing, MI. Nearly
1400 attendees visited exhibits from
78 companies occupying 105 booths
in the Lansing Center. The sessions

covered various tracks for pro-
gramming, sales, management
and engineering, and featured 77
speakers.

While most local shows are small-
er in nature and focused topically
on issues of more local concern,
the MAB Conference and Expo
distinguished itself as future
aware. While focusing on radio -
related topics like the Internet.
DAB and digital facilities, MAB
also cast a serious eye toward
DTV and its related topics. Atten-
dance drew not only from Michi-
gan, but Ohio, Indiana, Illinois
and Wisconson as well.

Next year's Conference and Expo
is scheduled for February 23 and 24,
1999 in Lansing. For more info on
the MAB, visit them online at
www. m ichmab. com f

L

Do you have an item

for the News?

Contact us

eradio@intertec.co

Equi-Tech-
...Balanced Power Systems

WALL CABINET
Symms

 Complete Turn -key Systems for
Hard -wired A/C Power
Distribution

 4 Sizes Available: 50, 75, 100
and 125 Amps

 Lifetime Warranty on Power
Transformer

 Unlimited Technical Support

Balanced Power Technology
by Egui.Tech Corporation

i',,ent No. 5,640,314 - other Rit Pend

Equi=Tech Corporation P.O. Box 249 Selma, OR 97538
Tel: 541/597-4448 FAX: 541/597-4099 http://www.equitech.com
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Telephone Line
"Eliminator"

INOVON/CS
Y

Trehphone Switch

POMA A TOIR.
COMECT

MODEL pfix

7 DIAL -UP DEVICES CAN SHARE ONE CENTRAL -OFFICE LINE

Inovoni:s' PBX is a cost -saving alter-
native to the multiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dial -up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites.
The PBX Ellows as many as seven
devices to share a single central -office
line for outgcing calls and with selec-
tive inccming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate ap-
plicatior with the expanding use of
unattended remote equipment:

 Broackast Transmitters/Translators
 Cellular/2-Way Radio Facilities
 Microwave Relays
 Geophysical Monitors
 Pump ng Stations
 Security Systems

PBX
$420

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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Feedback

Little bits
Dear Skip,
Just saw your February BE Radio editorial "Bits is Bits."

I think you are on the mark with your vision of the
possibilities if we become a digital medium. I just don't
see how radio can "break its traditional, singular associ-
ation with audio content" to get there. Sure, many among
us see how flexible a digital data stream is - Glynn
Walden of CBS is known to quote Nicholas Negroponte
on "being digital," and tells us we will become "broadcast-
ers of bits." I was fortunate to get an inside look at digital
potential while working on the Lockheed-Sanders/WCRB-
FM Digital concept. The telling lesson about radio becom-
ing digital is in what the average broadcaster was asking
me about our technology. Their concerns were largely
about new technology's cost and impact on audience
share. Revenue -for -audience -for -audio -content is the only
thing on the minds of many radio broadcasters, and so it
should be.

I think it goes deeper than expecting a bunch of
companies in an industry to think outside the box.
Whether it is your story about railroads not figuring out
that they were transportation companies so long ago, or
stories of how carburetor companies did not become fuel -

injection companies, or how Xerox lost its lock on the
market, there are reasons why industries get stuck in their
way of doing things. Their cultures, their core competen-
cies, as well as their economics, play into the inertia of the
organization and the industry. Mature industries like ours
will get milked for dollars as intellectual capital is put into
new enterprises.

No, Skip, I think radio is an audio service... or at least the
radio players are audio service people. Maybe CBS will
transform it if/when they get their IBOC concept accept-
ed, but I'll bet it's the Microsofts who buy the CBSs who
make your vision happen. Even Disney may have a
chance. They have skills and infrastructure to launch new
entertainment services using acquired enterprises. Dis-
ney's kids' radio network is on a tiny AM station here in
Boston, but it is a start. That network is a giant Disney
promotion. And what Disney is doing to transform ABC
is nearly as obvious. There was a sci-fi book many years
ago where there were countries that were corporate
nations. The country became the icon of the corporate

ESPONSE
E-mail: beradio@intertec.com

FAXback: 913/967-1905

culture. Here in Boston, the Citgo sign became the
corporate icon of Red Sox games and Kenmore Square
(there is no Citgo now but we defend that garish neon
thing as an icon of pop culture). For your vision to work,
many, if not all, radio stations would become corporate
icons. Disney radio is an easy stretch. Microsoft radio is
a little farther out there. How about Chase Manhattan, or
AT&T, or IBM, or Mobil (use your speed pass to get into
Sony movie theaters...), or Sony (too bad about SW
Networks, try again!)?

If we in radio are going to be more than just audio, it
looks to me to be a change from the outside in. BE Radio
readers are either owners (who will adopt a technology
the big guys make or sell out to the big guys) or
employees (who have no control of the destiny of their
businesses). The employees would be best served by
being shown what to learn to remain adaptable in what
is sure to be a changing marketplace - thinking digitally,
using multimedia tools, repackaging and remarketing the
content you work so hard to make to go on alternative
media, surviving job changes, helping your company in
transition be successful, etc. Something you could do on
these pages.

Well Skip, you got me going with "Bits is Bits." Radio is
a cool industry. Your vision is tantalizing. It's fun to
imagine.

David Maxson
Vice president
Charles River Broadcasting
Boston, MA

Skip Pizzi replies:
You may be right David, although I hope it doesn't come

to that. Maybe you can teach an old dog new tricks. (It's
happened before. Remember how radio changed when
TV came along?) I'd also hate to see the consumer lose a
broadcast medium that is at least primarily concerned
with audio, and 1 hope this will never happen. If it did, we
need look no further than the video and multimedia
worlds to see audio's potential fate. It may be up to future
radio broadcasters to maintain one place where audio
doesn't become just "the noise next to the picture." Con-
versely, though, these same folks may soon be able to add
some visual and other data -enhancements to their
service's sound. Let's start thinking about how these
enhancements can be integrated without dethroning
audio from its predominant status in the radio of
tomorrow.
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Caveat emptor
I am interested in the proceedings between the state of

Illinois vs. SBE and Novell on the subject of the use of the
title 'engineer.' In addition to being a member of SBE and
holding their top level certification, I am also a
member of NARTE and have been certified at their top
engineering level since 1986. I am also working
toward my Novell CNE certification. I'm seriously
considering writing a letter to NARTE asking them to
join hands with the SBE and Novell in their legal battle.

I'm also curious to know the thoughts and feelings from
the people who are licensed PEs and who are also
certified engineers by SBE and NARTE. Those people
obviously know the difference (and importance) be-
tween the two types of certifications, or they wouldn't
have spent the time to become certified beyond the "god-
like" PE status they already had.

There is already plenty of regulatory muscle in place to
deal with anyone pretending to be a PE or anything else,
without adding confusion over general titles. This thought
could easily be extended to any other field of expertise
or profession. Think what would happen if suddenly
Ph.Ds could not be called "doctors" because they might
be confused with those practicing medicine. And what
would the world be like if policemen couldn't be called
"officers" because they're not in the military. This thing
could easily get way out of hand. It's stupid already, and
I don't want to see it get ridiculous by the setting of an
unnecessary precedent.

It always boils down to "buyer beware." Before you hire
anyone claiming to be a professional anything, check out
his true credentials.

We have several professional organizations with similar
goals and it seems like they would rather ignore each
other. At least that's the way it looks to the casual
observer.

Jeff Keith, CPBE, NCE
WMJI-FM
Cleveland, OH

Chriss Scherer replies:
You raise some good questions, Jeff. I have forwarded

your letter to the Society of Broadcast Engineers for an
update and some insight into how things are proceeding
with the State of Illinois and Novell issue. Because of time
constraints, their response will be printed next month in
the Reader Feedback column.
As to your second question concerning people holding

PE certification as well as SBE and/or NARTE certifica-
tion, I ask for comments from our readers. If you are in
this situation, how do you feel about the use of the term
"engineer?" I am interested in hearing from them as well. www.bsiusa.corn

ARMSTRONG
FM TRANSMITTERS
Engineered for Reliability

 Power Levels from

1 kW to 30kW

 High Efficiency, Grounded

Grid Single Tube Design

 Wideband Quarter Wave

Cavity for Lowest

Synchronous AM

 Solid State Driver with Patch

Around Capability

 Optional Automatic Power
Control & VSWR Foldback

 INEXPENSIVE!

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

In NewYork: In Florida:
4835 N Street Road 3100 N.W. 72 Av. #I27
Marcellus. NY 13108 Miami, FL 33122

(315) 673-1269  Fax (315) 673-9972 (305) 471-1175  Fax (305) 471-1182
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,Affordable
Digital Automation

Broadcasters around -the -world are discovering our
easy -to -use WaveStation automation. Install our
software on your PC and you have a powerful, versatile
music -on -hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its own digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automation, voice track or live assist. Win 3.1 or 95

888- BS I USA -1

Try Before You Euy.

MIN Act Software! BSI.
Broadcast Software Inter national
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ComStudy V1.50

RadioSoft ComStudy V1.50, shows a
Most Likely Server map of 8 FM's. It is
the hottest, most advanced software ever
created for Broadcast and Land Mobile
applications.
PRICED RIGHT! "UPGRADES" FOR

ANY SOFTWARE USERS!
Call now for demo or Information

RadioSoft, 888 -RADIO -95.
109 W. Knapp Ave., Edgewater, Florida 32132

Seeing is Believing!
Email: pmoncure@`america.com
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Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

NEwl
DATA LI N

with modem and voice support

see us @ NAB 98 booth #9422

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC. all
(915)595-3103

web: www.elecassoc.com
.1

People
BUSINESS

Lntraplex, Westford, MA, announced a new
partnership with Glenayre Western Multiplex,
Sunnyvale, CA, a provider of wireless telecom-
munications equipment, to provide high -quali-
ty, fully digital Tl/E1 STL solutions based on
spread -spectrum technology. Widely used for
PCS, cellular and data communications net-
works, spread spectrum provides highly reli-
able, point-to-point wireless links without re-
quiring an FCC user license.

Pacific Research & Engineering, Carlsbad, CA, announced a contract
with Las Vegas' National Public Radio affiliate, KNPR-FM, to build and install
equipment and studio systems for its new 7000 square foot studio complex.
KNPT's new studios will be built, wired and installed by PR&E. Three
Radiomixer and two AirWave audio consoles are included in the order.

Leitch Technology, Toron-
to, announced the acquisition
of Silicon Construction, Swe-
den AB (SiCon). SiCon de-
signs sophisticated micro elec-
tronic circuits fabricated as sil-
icon chips, and its addition
gives the Leitch family the
ability to design chips for use
in its own products. SiCon has 15 years of experience in advanced full -custom
ASIC design and test, including advanced mixed -signal circuits, high-speed
digital circuits, A/D and D/A conversions, and synthesis from VHDL to full
custom ASIC.

NEW WEB SITES
LBA Group (Spanish language)

www.lbagroup.com/technology/espanol/
Knights Communication

www.kci-dfw.com
Logitek

www.logitekaudio.com
Neutrik

.co

Mueller

PEOPLE
Mark E. Gurvey joined ComStream, San Di-

ego, CA, as vice president, sales and marketing
for the Satellite Products Division.

Stuart DeMarais was named to the board of
Solid State Logic, Ltd, Oxford, UK, as sales
director.

SSL also appointed Michael Mueller as vice
president of broadcast and post production,
East Coast.

Kirk Stirland
was appointed vice

president, sales and marketing, for Digital Cou-
rier International Corporation, Vancouver, BC.

Rich Rogers was named as vice president of
client services for GlobeCast, New York.

Bruce Mosca was promoted to RF applica-
tions engineer for Sennheiser Electronics, Old
Lyme, CT.
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A W rld of Possibilities.

FM2000
400 to 2200 watts

FM250 50 to 275 watts

FM500
100 to 550 iwatts

FM1000
200 to 1100 watts

Fully integrated, solid-state transmitters, exciters, translators, and
satellators engineered to provide broadcasting confidence.

El Highly efficient and reliable power amplifiers innovatively designed to be
lightweight and compact.

Custom configured and delivered within days'

Give Us a Call When Your Word Depends on Ours!

crown®
a

Innovative Technology for Broadcast Confidence

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222

Email: broadcast@crownintl.com; Internet: www.crownbroadcast.com
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We Do Crosspoint!
MI   '1

List 5729.00

SS 8.2 Stereo Crosspoint Switcher
This new generation of BTI's popular 8x2 switcher allows crosspoint switching

of 8 stereo inputs to 2 stereo and 2 mono outputs. with any input to any output.

Here is a sampling of its many features:

 Inputs can be programmed for overlap, mix, or interlock switching operation

 Electronically balanced inputs and outputs

 Internal stereo silence sensor with front panel LED indicators. adjustabe

alarm threshold and duration

 Front panel, multi -color LED VU meters

 Headphone amplifier with front panel output selection switch. headphone lack

and level control

 Powered speaker output with front panel level control, output selection switch

and mute control

 Multidrop addressable RS -232 and RS -485 serial ports allowing up to 8 units

on one serial port

 16 Parallel (status) Input Port (PIP)

 8 relay outputs and 8 open collector outputs

 Low -drift 60Hz clock calendar with battery backup and sync input

 Power -up selection of inputs to outputs. mute or last selected channel

 Plug-in screw -style wire captive connectors

(heck out our new web site for additional information and a list of distributors!

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtools
E-mail: bti(a'broadcasttools.com Internet: www.broadrasttools.com
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611TOGR4M

FOR THAT SLEEK LOOK!

Submount Your Pacemaker Series

Audio Console

AUTOGRAM CORPORATION
1500 Capital Avenue  Plano, TX 75074

(800) 327-6901  Fax: (972) 423-6334

Circle (63) on Free Into Card

Designed for "Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have been meeting industry needs fbr
more than 25 years. Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, inte-nal crystal or line frequency

accuracy, all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog slave clocks, as
well as interface with video or computer based systems.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971

142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA  310-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127
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QUALITY AM ANTENNA PRODUCTS

Antenna Tuning Units -
Combiners - Matching

Networks

COMPONENTS
Inductors
Capacitors
Lighting Chokes
Static Drain Chokes
Contactors
RF Plugs & Jacks
Meter Switches
Insulators
Antenna Sample Loops
Equipment Boxes
Copper RF Wire, Tube, and Strap
Coaxial Cable, Feeder Systems

04fered in a wide variety of types and ratings, LBA
RF Components are intended for application in
Medium Wave/AM antenna and transmitter equip-
ment with power levels to over 500kW. LBA prod-
ucts are built to the highest standards to ensure
ong life and reliability.

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
TunipolelM Folded Unipole Antennas
CombipoleT^ Multiple Frequency

Antennas
DetunipoleTu Detuning Systems
Antenna Tuning Units, Diplexers,

Triplexers
Transmitter Combiners
PowerTopperTM Toploadinc Systems
BasemaxTu Base Enhancement Systems

LBA is the world leader in single and multiple station
folded unipole antenna systems for high efficiency,
wice-band AM transmissions at al power le.iels. LBA
systems are found worldwide from Alaska to Argenti-
na, Kuwait to Saipan.

LBA Technology Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive P.O. Box 8026
Greenville, North Carolina 27835

TOLL -FREE - 800-522-4464
919-757-0279 FAX 919-752-9715
E -Mail: lbatech@lbagroup.com

1 9 9 7

TUNIPOLETM - Folded Ui pole
Artenno Systems

An LBA Group Company Se Habla Espanol
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WANT THE BEST VALUE?
THEN CHOOSE SPACEWISE!

Example: DQS PREMIUM SYSTEM (shown :those) has 100% color
laminated exteriors of your choice, and 100% solid wood trimming and
kickboards. DQS Premium Systems start under $4000 a room!

SPACEWISE OFFERS:
FIVE quality systems and price ranges to choose from!
1 REE customization and/or custom designing!
\IODULAR in design but STURDY in concept!
FOUR PC SYSTEMS accommodated in most of our systems!
QUALITY components and maximum protective trimming!
On site design and planning for RADIO GROUPS!
*All systems designed by a veteran Radio Chief!

Along with the best competitive prices today.'

CALL 800-775-3660 FAX: 520-531-1078
spacewise.ciiin

SPACEWISE
O

"The Broadcaster's Furniture Store"

Your Best Source
For Power Tub s!
Visit Us at the
NAB Show
Booth #RL3921

4'

. ,

El EXTENSIVE INVENTORY
El IMMEDIATE SHIPPING
El EXPORT PACKAGING
 BEST WARRANTIES
El EXCELLENT PRICING
 SUPERIOR SERVICE

MEI
WIN IIIM/.11

1.1 r1F-1" nCt3-1/Ct

PENTA LABORATORIES
21113 Superior Street
Chatsworth. CA 91311
Phone: 800.421.4219
818-882-3872 Fax: 818-882-3968
E -Mail: sales@pentalabs.com
Internet: http://www.pentalabs.com
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'W1105C0117.
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

For All Your
RF And

Audio Needs

AIR CORP
ANDREW

ATI
AUDI -CORD

AUDIO-TECHNICA
AUTOGRAM
BBE SOUND

BELAR ELECTRONICS
BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY

BURK TECHNOLOGY
CABLEWAVE

CMBE INC
COAXIAL DYNAMICS

CROWN
EAGLE HILL

ELECTRO-VOICE
ENERGY-ONIX

FIDELIPAC
GENTNER

GORMAN REDLICH
HNAT HINDES

INOVONICS

When You Want
VISA More Than An

Equipment Dealer

Serving Broadcasters For 22 Years
Our Short Hit List

(Over 150 additional lines available;
JAMPRO ANTENNA;

MARK ANTENNA
MARTI ELECTRONICS
MURPHY FURNITURE
MUSICAM USA
ORBAN
PHASETEK
RADIO DESIGN LABS
RADIO SYSTEMS
REGISTER DATA
SCALA
SHIVELY ANTENNAS
SHURE
SINE SYSTEMS
SONY
SYMETRIX
TASCAM
TEPCO
TFT
TTC
WEST PENN WIRE

Southeast Bob 770-992-2230 Fax: 770-992-6538
MidAtlantic Rick 804-974-6635 Fax: 804-974-9942
West John 970-482-9254 Fax: 970-482-6123
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MOUSERELECTRONICS
411141111111F fAlitentse 17. ',Nero Sawa
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/11.4.1rOVIAL

CEO C ffEeTACW '

40, 47

Algitk A di M a

Visit our web site!
www.mouser.COM

FREE catalog is available on the
Internet, CD-ROM, or in paper!

MOUSERELECT RONICS
958 North Main Street Mansfield TX 76063

 70,000+ Products
 145 Suppliers
 Same Day Shipping
 34 Years in Business

800-992-9943
817-483-6828
Fax: 817-483-0931

catalog Stniouser Cr,'
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BROADBAND FM
RF AMPLIFIERS

Three power levels to meet your needs:
300 Watts  600 Watts  1.2 Kilo -watts

Inn f:

Features:
 100% solid state
 No tuning required
 Rugged power supply
 VSWR, current & temperature foldback
 Power trim standard
 Full remote control capability, with
outputs for all main parameters

 Compact 19" rack mount design

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751, Lamar, Colorado 81052

Phone: 719-336-3902
Circle (70) on Free Info Card

Incredibly Flexible DTMF Control

LCirsuitWerkes 1

The DS -8 Programmable DTMF decoder

The DS -8 features include:

-Each of the eight relays may be
independently programmed for
codes and mode.

-Program it with any DTMF phone.
-High quality metal enclosure can be

wall or table mounted. Inexpensive
Optional (shown) rack mount available.

-All connections on screw terminals
-Retains settings after a power failure
-List price .s just $299.

Call your favorite dealer or visit our
web site for the latest info and
downloadaole tech manuals!

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-

0230

Bridge the DS -8 across your
audio source and get eight
individually programmable relay
outputs. Each closure is activated
by its own code of one to four
digits long. Each relay can be set
up as momemtary, latching or
interlocked with other relays! Use
the DS -8 for remote audio
switching, automated program
recording, secured remote EAS
control, you name it! Optional
rack mount ( pictured) is available
A two unit R.M. is also available.
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Pristine

RaFiDi-IRE "...ifs fun to use!"
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"Pristine RapidFire is great, it's fun to use! It's got
everything a station would want in a digital system. We
use RapidFire in both Live Assist and Auto modes, all
day long and it never gives us any trouble."
Matt Sedota, WNMB, North Myrtle Beach, SC

EastWest 8 international
310-670-7500 (priStinD 864-292-0300
Fax 310-670-0133 Fax 864-292-9030

Satisfaction
Guaranteed!

Pristine RapidFire is the industry's most
powerful, fun to use, Digital Studio System!
RapidFire will save you thousands of dollars over
other high -end digital systems, while offering
superior features and bulletproof reliability.
RapidFire's Quick Picks make it easy to add or
change music, commercials, promos, and last
minute insertions simp y by point and shoot.
RapidFve masters live assist, walkaway, and
satellite operatiors. Playback three audio sources
simultaneously while rEcording a phone bit or
timeshifting a network feed. Call us to find out
how easy and affordable it is to harness the power
of Pristine RapidFire for your station!
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NM?
See Us At NAB Booth 1806!

Signal and Coverage
Are What It's All About.
Shively Will Give You

The Best.
 30 Years Experience
 Full -Service Provider

 Multi -Station Solutions

----r  FM & UHF Antennas
 Filters & Combiners
 B -LINE Coax

Shively Labs, because ...

... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
e-mail: sales@shively.com

web: www.shively.com
- An Employee -Owned Company -
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for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

DATA L I N--
with modem and voice support

see us @ NAB 98 booth #9422

ASSOCIATES
INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn
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Countdown to NAB98
MediaTouch Presents:
NAB98 April 6 - 9" Booth RL4503

"The World Premiere" of:

OpLOG-20009
The transition of the world's -Digital Onginal OpLOG © to Windows"' is done, fully functional and ready for delivery.

"Radio:s Digital Original"

The simplicity of AIR functionality and high operational reliability of MediaTouch OpLOGO, have been further enhanced with
an impressive array of new live assist operational features. Come to Las Vegas. NAB98 Booth RL4503 and experience the live
assist AIR controller that everyone is talking about.

To receive complimentary NAB98 trade show passes. appointments for demonstrations at NAB98 or arrange a possible future
on site demo at your station: Call 1-888-636-0123

Watch our web site as details on OpLOG-2000C are released on the "Countdown to NAB98" at www.omt.net

Windows NT an oar.. d Ibosol, Coeponfon Medu Touch and Op1.00 r CopyTOT N 0,998
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Don't get tangled in the Wei
Use the Internet for Broadcasters as your guide
This first edition of an annual publication covers the effects of the Internet
on broadcasting. The content includes technology and management ar-
ticles, case studies, and a directory of Internet resources, which lists Web
sites and email addresses for equipment suppliers, services, information
sources, and organizations, as well as newsgroups and search facilities of
interest to broadcast, video, and audio professionals. Softbound, 92 pp. ISBN
#0-95178-267-3.

Order #2673, $29.95
To order, call 800-543-7771
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ENGINEER'S BEST FRIEND!
 Eliminate flanging (hollow room) effect
 Eliminate bad room acoustics
 Hold absolute levels
 Correct voice symmetry
 Front panel input level select

+4 to -50 dB
 Three section variable boost

and cut equalization
 Compander/Expander cross

coupled for maximum punch
 Built-in earphone jack

AlRcorp 500PH
Microphone Processor

"  :0

 DE-ESSER designed to protect
pre -emphasis curves

 Simultaneous mic level and line level ouptuts
 Internal 48 Vdc Phantom Supply

AIR corp Call your dealer...
or call 972-304-0455 FAX: 972-304-0550
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NEW! Qboi AUDIO LINE TESTER
The new Qbox is a battery powered audio line te,ting system
that includes a built-in mic, reference tone generator, speaker,
and headphone amp. It also has voltage presence LEDs to
detect phantom or intercom power. You can send tones, talk
back up the line, monitor mic, line, or intercom signals - even

use two Qboxes as a basic intercom.

Call for the name of a Qbox Dro
dealer, and reduce installation ! P a Qbox

and setup time anywhere

'o/lh:LL

ry audio toolkit,
audit) X1.13 cables are used.

PDB DaS W Jr win
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99 LING ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14612

http://www.wiltrImndusa.com

88E1 -733-
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

GORMAN REDLICH

E

A

FD CO ATHENS 0.0

ENCOOER OECCOER FCC 113 INZEASI

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 4 audio inputs on standard models (expandable to 6 audio
inputs). All audio inputs & outputs are transformer isolated
from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage (expandable

to 4.5 minutes)
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimeet gorman-redlich.com

Also available: printers, weather radios, antennas for weather radios. crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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Coming in the May/June issue of

The NAB Wrap -Up:
 Read about what made news and what was happening at NAB98.

Our reporters will bring you news of the big deals and little tweaks made by
this year's exhibitors. If it happened at NAB98, you'll hear about it from us.

 The BE Radio NAB98 Pick Hits will be announced as well.
Our panel of industry experts choose the best products of the show.

This prestigious award has become a BE Radio tradition, so look to us
for the best of the newest.

Plus:
 RF Engineering  Managing Technology
 Contract Engineering  Next Wave

CIW13FPitt
47) RADIO ENGINEER WBT AM/FM & WLNK,

Jefferson -Pilot Communications, is looking for
a full-time engineer. Position requires experi-

4 ence in installing and maintaining studios and
high power AM & FM transmitting equipment.

ml Directional AM antenna experience also re-
quired. Knowledge of digital audio and com-
puters required. Must have FCC license and
SBE certification a plus. Excellent benefits and
competitive salary based on experience.
Jefferson -Pilot Communications is an equal
opportunity employer. Minorities and Women
are encouraged. Send resume to Ted Bryan,
Chief Engineer, Jefferson -Pilot Communica-
tions, One Julian Price Place, Charlotte, NC
28208.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Two CGE VHF TV transmitters for sale. One 10
kw channel 9+ with dual model TTC5000FH
($10,000.00 Can). One 20 kw channel 4+ with
dual TTC16000H (320,000.00 Can). Both with
dual LGT Camac exiters. 90% spare parts.
Contact Andre Lusignan 514-597-3846 or
lusignaa@montreal.cbc.ca

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

JOHN H. BATHSON
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD *1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

EXEgesis Technologies
Total rechaalegy Management

Raabe  TV  HDTV I

LAN %9AN  ISDN Fravat Rela  I l I rowa.e

Kevin McNamara
Pb.... 301 165 1011
Toll Free 199 39 3 43 7 4

Fax 301 965 4422
E4nael enegnsolgannlial corn

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE 8 VIBRATION CONTROL,

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

4006

BEL111116

SUITE 160

DALLAS

TOAD

15244

912/6615222

363

972/9343935

CHAN1I4SSOCIATES
Stray.

Curtis Chan
President

\ larketing  Public Relations  Advertising
1307 Shadow Lane, Suite C
P.O. Box 5509
Fullerton, CA 92838-0509
Phone: (714) 447-4993
Fan: (714) 578-0284
Pager (7141 506-1357

t =NI T,Inh7.7171.,Yii77"."'

Il.kmmETT & EDISON, INC.
,\SULT1NG ENGINEERS
NU AND TtlEVISION

DANE E. ERICKSEN, P.E.
Box 280068
San Francisco. CA 94128
707/996-5200 707/996-5280 Fax
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AIRcona 77 60 972-334-n455 JK Audio 52 47 930-JK-AUDIO

Antenna Concepts 55 51 530-621-2015 Kintronic Labs Inc 22 11 423-878-3141

Antex Electronics ..... 41 31 310-532-3092 Knight's Communications Inc. 12 17 817-877-3037

Armstrong TransmittersCorp 69 54 315-673-1269 LBA Technology Inc 73 57 800-522-4454

Audio Precision 23 18 9M-231-7350 Leitch Incorporated 13 16 800-231-9673

Auditronics.Inc 2 1 901-362-1350 Logitek 11 15 E00-231-5870
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Continental Electronics 53 49 803-733-5311 Radio ComputingServices 39 29 914-723-8567
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Last Byte

Get on the bus, Gus (part 2)
By Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief

Last month, we discussed the IEEE 1394 ("FireWire")
serial bus, one of two emerging standards for the
interface of peripheral devices to desktop comput-

ers. The other is the Universal Serial Bus (USB), which is
about to become the primary peripheral interface in the
PC environment. Over the next year or two, consumer
computer equipment will gradually move to USB for the
interconnection of keyboards, mice/trackballs, monitors,
speakers, printers, modems, scanners, outboard storage
drives and other devices.

USB is a serial bus operating at 12Mb/s ("full speed")
or 1.5Mb/s ("low speed"), which allows up to 127
devices to be connected to a single PC. Most PCs
purchased today are already equipped with USB,
although not much peripheral hardware employs it
yet. This will soon change as Windows98 and NT 5.0
are released with USB drivers, and peripherals begin
to offer USB ports along with their traditional interfac-
es. Eventually those legacy interfaces will disappear,
taking along with them the current limitations as to the
number of peripheral devices that can be installed on
a PC, and the inconvenience of their installation.

USB allows
"hot -plugging"
of peripherals
without reboo-
ting or cumber-
some initializa-
tion and con-
flict -resolution.
Unplugging the device is equally simple. The need to
open the CPU chassis to set up a new peripheral will
become increasingly rare: no more DIP switches, jump-
ers, IRQ settings, DMA channels or I/O addresses to
worry about. Daisy -chaining and standard connectors
make cable management much easier, and DC power can
be carried to low -power peripherals on the USB cable.

Peripherals need not be daisy -chained if a central
hub configuration is physically more convenient. To
ease plugging and unplugging, somewhere other than
the back of the CPU can act as this hub. One possible
location for this is the video monitor. Another is a
peripheral device made specifically for this purpose -
the USB hub, a small box that would serve as a plug-
in strip for multiple devices.

Smart and cheap
LSB is a "smart bus, in that it automatically senses and

configures itself for the hardware it sees online, including
the proper allocation of bus bandwidth and identification
of driver software requirements. Unlike FireWire, howev-
er, USB places no burden on the PC's operating system for
this bus management. It is also designed for maximum
cost effectiveness, such that it will add little or no cost to
PCs or peripherals for its inclusion.

Like FireWire, USB can operate either asynchronously
or isochronously, meaning that it can transfer data in a
file -based form (like traditional serial buses), or it can
operate as a "real-time" channel bus (e.g., for streaming
media signals), respectively.

Different strokes
But because its maximum speed is significantly slower

than FireWire (See Table 1.), USB may be best utilized for
operations that don't involve high-speed video or multi-
channel audio requirements. For these needs, FireWire
excels, which is why observers expect both standards to
coexist.

INTERFACE MAX. MAX. NOMINAL
TYPE SPEED DEVICES CABLE LENGTH

Table 1. A comparison of the two new serial bus standards.

USB will
likely domi-
nate the low -
and medium -
speed inter-
face needs of
monitoring,
control, com-

munications, file storage and image I/O, while FireWire
is used for media I/O and other high-speed commu-
nications or storage interfaces. Once this interfacing
becomes routine, a behavioral shift may also occur, by
which PC users will frequently plug and unplug
portable appliances (such as digital audio and video
recorders or cameras) into their computer systems.
More of the systems within the home or workplace
environment may also be permanently attached to the
PC via these buses.

For broadcast users, these new interfaces will enable
further flexibility and convenience in operations, along
with simpler hardware reconfiguration and maintenance.
All of these attributes should make the buses welcome in
the increasingly PC -based radio facility.
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The much requested CartWorks MHD digital audio system br ngs Music -on -Hard -Drive within reach of most
broadcasters. Not only is it affordable, but it's designed after the original CartWcrks friend y user interface. We've
eliminated the need to spend a fortune for Music -on -Hard -Drive and computer wizards to operate it.

/Overlapped Audio
/Live or Automated

/In -Context Voice Tracks Any Music Scheduler
/Easy to Operate Affordable Reliable

Prices start at $9 995*Complete
1-800-795- ' with 10 Gigs of storage space. (over 1,500 3.5 min. songs)
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www.cartworks.com
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The D-500 Digital Audio Console

71VER

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, NC. 28562
(tel 252-638-7,O00/fax 252-637-1285)
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